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I.    IIITRCDUCTirN 

1.     This paper has three main objetives»    the first one being to updiU; ai:d 

•stablish fertilizer conswotlon *xA demand forecasts op to 19ÎQ specifically 

for developing countries i the second one bain* to transform thweo quantities 

into terms of money which would be naeded for future irports of finished fertil- 

isers and raw material», as well as for investments, and the third objectiva 

ii to discuta sources for these funds.   The last point, rationed inherently 

Includes the problem of profitability %t f«rtiliror ventures is wall as economic 

considerations.    The paper doos not, hoverer, focus or* sot io-economic aspee U of 

establishing or expanding a fertilizer ir.dustr/t nor does it endeavor to ro-aseóos 

the relationship botwsn fertiliser application and agricultural development. 

II.     fOrV^;STS U? TO 1960 VOR 
»> ,. m. -i- i,  rim —       ».. 3mm t m »   i iiiW 

çcysnPTK'a M;ü PECI>UCTIQM 

**     Hfl ^jvlillcture for FgrUlizer 
Çonrnrption-nd F roductien 

t.     Based on OKIDO»! fertiliser demand and production projetions up to I9B0M 

and taking into eon-;iteration the market knowledge for those countries for t*hie> 

•ort recent inforfcatie« va« available within the World Bank Or©**)» the overall 

picture nay be p renewed as follows i 

y   xmm Syrpoaiuw Paper IöAc 99/k ef A«gw»t 6, in, 
Tablss X, n and HI, prepared by I. Swell. 
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TABU-: il/ 

Overall Consurotion arg Production Forcea«». 
ofJJ and P2O5 *~ 

(In million MTï) 

 ifiartiliser. 
.Ä/   , Ejected 
1^2/?£    ISfiO     Increase 

_ *?0$ fertilizer» 

12Ö    1280     Increass 
ConflUTT|)tion 

Industrialized Countries^/ 20.8 39 8 
Developing Countries y 7.7 19*9 

World Total 28.5 $9.7 

19.0 Ili.8 
-1-2 

27.3 

31.?        18.5   364 

12.5 
5.i| 

17.9 

teâSs£tio|» 

Industrialized Countries^/ 
Developing Countries y 

World Total 

254       1*3.3 

29.6       50.7 

17.9 
^2.2 

30.1 

15.9   29.2 13.3 

I8.a   37.0 18.2 

Details and basic assumions fro, whieh this table has been derived are given 

in the sections on N-and P20, fortili2er8 in this paper, generallv . ffiore balanc<sd 

eons^tion^and pattern than that which *e pienti, have has been assumed, 

•Hhouch rational and conscious p W* have not been the ^ ch„actcrl,tic. 

in the p*Bt of the world's fertilizer industry. 

3-     Th. »u grarth M . fmctl<B of tlM ln ^ ^ of ^ ^ 

-, - -«*- by . s..hnped curT. ^ u) ^ foiiew M ^^    «T 

formula.   This curve »ay be split into three alaost lin««. -. *, 
. ,,  . t 

nao9t linear "étions, ts indie*t«d by 
dotted portions of the curve,  and in two curv^ .- *« 

curved sections 3S indlcated by doubl#  ^^ 

I/   In the following tables and text    «Mi•«+.w 
imports, if not stated oSSr^st'   ^ *"   "*'* « 

2/   includine USSR and all Eastern European countries, 

y   including Socialist Asia. 



In the early years of fertilizer application in any country, Ircrease u slew. 

and after faner educa M on and other market preparation,  in, lading the rreat1,.n 

of necessary infrastructure and the Uke, a sharp inerire -an often b, obaorve ! 4 

followed by a more linear high growth rate.   With apochine +he optimum con- 

sumption -- also determined by a decreasing benefit/cost rat-o - the curve is 

flattening out. 

a.     When studying a specific .ountry, and over a liMted period of time, such 

market forecasts bMed on regression analysa are citen described by trend curvee 

such as the Goderti curve, Pearl-Road or logistic c,•, modified exponential 

curve and logarithmic parabola.    If, l^ver, a Bu;iUtt, ie of ^^ ^ ^.^ 

stages of development are being sunned ,p, like wc do in this paper with b.,* 

60 developing countries contributing to lertiliaer consumption and about half of 

them involved in production, all sorts of growth c.rves for both conation and 

production are encountered as indicted in Figure IB.    Obviously by a ,, r,   coin- 

cidence.the overall result of this interfiling of different growth rates i« 

an almost linear increase both lr forecasted consumption and production for all 

developinE countries, as shown in Figure..2 and ¡¿¿ureji.    Consumption in the 11 

years between 1969/IO and I98O increases for N by 1*9%, or :,bout 10$ per annua and 

for P205 by about 11*3$, or about 8.5$ per annum compound. 

*•     &BSV3.1 »how, for illustrative purposes only, the conation and production 

forecast under simplified and extreme actions«   no investment in new promotion 

facilitiee would be made at all, (leaving the production at the 1969/70 leve^ 

with two alternatives»   either a remaining, or an increasing consumption accorditi 

to the growth rate aa applied in |able_I.   The balance between production and con- 

sumption would then either remain at the prêtent level which would almost cer- 

tainly make the food problem ««solvable, or in the case of a growing consumption aa 
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forecasted, the developing nations would have to import per annu» (net) about 

16 million KTY of N by 19C0 (about half of tha 1?71 total world production) and 

6 million KTÏ of T20$.    These imports would probably cost a total of about 

$3 billion in foreiCn exchannr per year at the end of this decade, not even 

counting potash imports.    Although such auspices m-y stipulate the phantasy of 

fer ilizer salee organizations, ve cannot be as unrealistic ^ to assume that 

either bilateral    or multilateral funds could ever be provided to such an ex- 

tent for just one sector of the economy.    Hence, whrn aiming at foreign exchange 

savins as one of the prime objectives of development aid, and at fostering inter- 

regional tr.de arong developing countries, fertilizer production capability «net 

be implemented at a faster pace than in the past. 

*•     £*rw& 1 »hows the lqpaet of investment activity in both the K and P205 sector» 

as will be crested and explained in this paper, en net import requirement« under 

the s«« conation alternatives.    The first alternative of a coûtant level con- 

t-urption at* comparable production buildup woidd arithmetically yield a surplus 

higher than the consumption which admittedly is an unrealistic case.   With the 

second alternative of a growing consumption, the gap in nitrogen supply would rmtin 

at about the l*>o 1-wl ^ 3.5 ,ulion m of ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^^ etmmviAm 

increase ever the 1** jevei, and the phoeph.tic fertilizer import requirement, 

would still ir rease from about O.? to about I.3 million MTÏ of P205, with a sub- 

stantial l.i,-fo3d i.creaae in consumption in the 11-year period involved,   fly 

the end of the decade, about 17* of the N dssmnd, and itf 0f y^ consumption... 

would have to bo imported inte developing countries. 

7.     I" SßWAüii, this outco,« Ms been transformed into a simplified over- 

view ever the Ion, ranne impact of Crcwth in consumption and production of M ^ 

P205 on the requirente of money for imports.    In f'-fertili.er, the I98O net 
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balance votad amount to between minus $2 billion and plus $1.1 billion »dth 

a target of minus &60 million, and in Y2°ç fertilizer, between minus $£00 

million and plua $530 million *ith a target of minus $170 million.   Although 

none of the extreme eases may develop, they do indicate some -emote chances of 

what could happen. 

e.     Investment in fertilizer plants in developing countries, therefore, ie 

a Bust if we assume that: 

- the forecasted consumption growth in developing countries 
is considered realistic and necessary to achieve the targeted 
food production, and 

- the capital outlay for fertilizer ijrçorts should be kept 
on the actual order of magnitude. 

This rather simplified but instructive overview illustrates that the investment 

activity in the fertilizer sector as outlined in this paper would achieve nothing 

•sort than to keep the N-balance up to 1980 in develrping countries at about the 

1970 level, and prevent the P2O5 balance from dramatic increases -- and in summary 

— would itili require about the same overall annual imports for K and P20£ of 

•bout $600 idllion similar to tha IO69/70 figuro. 

••   &SBP|ry ClMflflcaUOTLMid^e&ional Breakdown 
for Consumption andTroduction ][7 

9. For the purpose of bettor classification, the developing countries may be 

classified into 6 engordes according to their actual and future fertiliser con- 

•wçtion and production.   TjbloJC| denominate» such a classification comprise 

»ort than 120 developing countries. 

10. Since the objective of this paper is «ainly concerned with the order of 

magnitude of the financial implications of Meting the future fertiliser demand, 

y   Thia paragraph has been added for clarification reasons after the 
Conference in New Delhi and is baaed on additional work done by the 
author in cooperation with M.C. Verghese (UMIDO), R. Ewell, and J. 
Couaton (F.A.O.). ' 
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.11 developing countries with »very s^n" and »amn» existing and potential 

conation have not been evaluated In this paper.    Then, are also 11 countries 

classified a, «CateEory 6" which have .nal! Mtual and future „„„^„^ tat 

do have „u production units for eitter » or r205 fertilisers; for salifi- 

cation reasons, these have also been left aside in this parer.    This le,ve. fcr 

consideration 56 countries for the N-sector, and 3? countries for the PjOj-ector, 

with an aggregate conation of about 16.7 nilllon KTÏ of N and 7.3 million KTY ' 

of P20S bv U80 which is „ore than 60« of the consumen in all developing 

countries.   When «.tirati• fi„i.„,d f.rtllllei. irfort coot<( ^^ ^ ^^ 

net r.,uiren,.nte, regardl... of this classification, have been applied,   fti, 

classification do., not Include som countries which are considered to be 

»d^loping countries» according to DAC dsfinitlon such a. S. European countries, 

but does include Socialist Asia and South ifrica. 

11.    me breakdown of conation in the variou. categorie, of countrle. u nhown 
in Iflble TIT A» 

Cotmtrt»t 

(in adilion m J 

C*t«goiy 1, 2, 6 
Category 3 
C*t«goiy k 
CaUgoxy 5 

Subtotal 
Total IDG 

wr   i® 
o.i? 
o.lOft 
OeOO m 
7.61 
7.7 

0.38 
0.86 

17.60 

19.11 
%9.9 

0.20 
0.>0 
5.93 

2.9$ 
5.75 

0.50 
O.So 
5.27 

7.80 
9.10 
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Countries which have been clacsified into either Category 3, k, cr $ 

hare been lifted in Table III D: 

TABLE III B 

Countries with Medente to Large Potentiaj, 
Fertilizer Censurati on, and/or Production 

Alia, Middle Easti 

áfricai 

jjtâp AioUca; 

Btf..gffla>f> 

V and Ü£S 
Buraa 
China (PR) 
India 
Indonesia 
I. 4 S. Korea 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippin«! 
Thailand 
ffcrksy 
MAS. Vietnam 
Iran 

Algeria 
Kenya 
Sabor. 
Bgypt 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
S. Africa 

Brazil 
Coloni'ia 
Cuba 
Argentina 
Chile 
Uruguay 
Ecuador 
Mexico 
Peru 

M Only 

Cyprus 
Lebanon 
China (T) 
Ceylon 
Abu Dhabi 
Bahrein 
Brunei 
Kuwait 
Qatar 
S. Arabia 
Singapore 

Cameroon 
Karuitiut 
Sudan 
Rhodesia 
Libya 
Migeria 

Iraq 
Israel 
Jordan 

Senegal 
Togo 
Uganda 

Central Amir- 
lean Cowaon 
Market 

Dcsrlnican Re- 
ptile 

Jamaica 
Panama 
Heth    Antilles 
Tri.-.Idád/Tob&go 
Vei.o ïuela 

Marti nique/Quads« 
lupe 

»OT   CLASSIFIED 

12.    The regional breakdown of future consumption indicates that by far the largest 

coition of both N and P^ fertilize will continue to be in Asia, including 

Middle Eastern countries, followed by latir, ABeriCa and ..fri,a.    Based on ^ 
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forecast as outlined in the Sections on » and ?20$ below, such -i breakdown 

for 1560 is as follows (Category 3, Î* and 5 countries only): 

TABLF; IV 

Expected Region,^ DistrthnHrm nf Coj.Motion bv 
WO in Catseory 1. Tj^dK Ccuntrtëli     ' * 

(in Billion KTï; 

Asia 

Middle East 

Africa 

Latin America 

Total Category 3, k 
and 5 

Total WC Forecast 

13.3 

1.0 

1.3 

18.7 

19.? 

3.« 

6 
1,1 

7.3 

9.1 

.   J*,   giyieg» In Forecasting of Recurrim? Coats. 
•M ei Invitant, Costs fi»ouir¿d to Meet the Consurytion 

*•      B»cmrrinp Costa 

13.   Rscwrinß or annual costs for nesting the demand as outlined in the previous 

chapters consist of all direct costs involved in purchasing, by the developing 

countries, finished fertilizers, raw materials .aï intermediates, spare parts, 

chemicals, etc.    They do not in this context includo repayments of loans, nor 

interest payments, nor transfer of profits.   These costs are considered separately 

in the sections in this paper dealing with financing of new fertilizer industry 

projects.   Major problems in forecasting such costs    are the future prices of 

J 
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finished fertilizers, freight costs, and prices for feedstocks such as petro- 

leum ari fractions thereof, natural gas, coal, rock phosphate, and sulphur. 

These problem? will es discussed separately in the following sections on the 

N and T'¿Ot; fertilizer sectors. 

2.      A Special Word on Freight Costs 

1Í4-    Freight costs constitute a major part of the total expenditures for the 
1/ 

supply of finished fertilizers and feedstocks." N-fertilizer, like urea, requires 

the shipment, of about ? tons of product for each ton of N, and for raw materials 

plus fuel,  for producine N-fertilizer, only about 1 ten per ton of K has to be 

moved to the factory.    Therefore, in the N-sertor, freight costs are more 

important for shipping finished products.    It is the other way around for the 

phosphate fertilizer industry, namely, for every ton of ?20$, one must also move 

about 2 tons of product (in ph< „phoric acid and TJP) but as much as about k.$ 

tnns per ton of P205 when producine fertilizers from rock and sulphur. 

15.   Any judgement of whether local production or imports of finished fertiliser* 

is of greater benefit for a developing country will continue to be dependent on 

freight rates because the differences in freight of say $5 per ton of phosphate 

rock is equivalent to about $18 per ton of ?20$ and would be by far more importa* 

than differences in yield, or in consunción figures, though all processes would 

likewise suffer or benefit from freight rate changes.    In recent years, shipments 

in bulk or in bags virtually across the world cet between $3.50 and $17.00 per 

ton depending on the tonnage; from a few thousrad up to 1,0,000 tons per load are 

moved in fertilizer trade.   The difference in freight rates, for instance for 

phosphate rock movements to India, from nearby Aqaba, or from Morocco, was only 

between $6-8 per ton.   Freight rates fron Morocco to China and from Florida to 

Korea were about &g per metric ton «arijr in I97O, compared to $23 a year before. 

1/   The total world output of the fertilizer industry 
was about 200 million tons gross weight in I969/70. 
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In recent years, freight cost for bagged products, for instant from the  ,.s. 

to India and Indonesia,  and from Northern Europe to P.R. (hin,., were prilling 

at a low rate of between U.S. $12 and $16 per KT.    Mvce at  least $0% of USA ID 

financed cargo must be shipped on U.S. flag vessels if available, and coet, for 

that range between $!¿ and $65 per KT of bagged material, average freist Cci;t. 

may be much higher, but these must be considered as a realit..- in the present 

day »trade-by-aid» pattern; and these higher costs could also serve as a hint 

at what freight costs could be in the future once the present "low" will have 

been passed through.   These recent events illustrate the vagaries of the tramp 

shipping market, and the difficulty of predicting treads in freight rates. 

Although Japanese projections predicted as early as 1971 that there would be 

a continuing boom in shipping, freight rates declined sharply.   Even though 

the size of ships have been increased, enabling them to break even at lower rates, 

this will probably not outweigh the continuing increase in seamen's wagon, 

port chargée, fuel pricea, and shipbvtiding costs.   A 200,000 ton ship costine 

about $13 million in 196? is now said to be priced at more than $28 million to 

be delivered in 1973-7U, and in addition , interest on credits for shipbuilding 

are now about 7% per annum compared to $.$% per annum previously.   The increase 

up to 1980 of shipments for the fertilizer sector in developing countries may be 

on the order of 60 million MTÏ which would require - with Sí journeys per ship 

and year — 60 new 200,000 ton vessels costing about $2 billion.   Average and 

peak rates vary so much that any forecast to be undertaken for a 10 year period 

is merely a guess.    This fact makes economic judgements even more difficult 

since these are based m cif prices for competing imports. 

16.   In addition to freight rate charges, port charges might vary considerably 

also.    In Trinidad for instance, port charges for fertilizers have increased 

within one year from $?.£0 to $12.00 per ton. 

.J 
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17.    Thu purpose o* this excursion is mainly to put the various conponents of 

a total cost calculation into tao right perspective, and to warn against faking 

an exactness in such estimates which %iust cannot be achieved. 

3.      Investment Hosts 

IP.    Another serious problem in forecasting the costs for meeting future ferti- 

liser demnd is the estimate of total investment costs required for adding tht 

production capability as proposed in this pac er.    The following are some general 

remarks which apply to all sectors of the fertilizer industry.    This problem 

is a five-fold ones 

a)   to arrive at a reasonable forecast for the degree 
of utilization of existing and new plants in developing 
eountrittj 

©)   te attornine the direct («battery liMte") plant costs 
based on nominal cecities and or. ac'm.1 prices, and 
to adjust these to éditions in developing countries* 

e'    íí/í"^ *W ««CMMT/ additional physical investment 
which is needed to put any new factor/ into efficient 
operation; 

**   îl'ÎÎÎ*1** 0t?er C08ts ,uch as for cr*Wt facilities, 
w^dies, «arket dtwlopment, and farmer education, and 

•)   »11 cost itene then have to be corrected for cost 

iwel^r and Chang*,, Ìn ^ VaIU*8 Cf curr*nc*e» 
1?.   Although «any fertilizer proá#cta ta deTfloping ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

out in the past, only recently the so-called W generation« of larf. w^, 

Plsnts based on ««mia plants with about 600 >TO aummiA capftcity ^ W0j 

using sfa, driven centrifugal eo^ressor. on so-called ene^-i„dependent Ltg«, 

hsT. been Introduced and a very few - not »ort than 10, as of the end of im - 

have coveted erection^ Therefore, our Pledge about specific and total cost 

I/   In Ncxico-Pemex; in India-Cochin. Madras IH n„^ 
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of implementing such projects is still limited.   The degrees of utilization 

can only be guessed.    Although any such centrifugal type arnioni;» plant  has 

a certain minimum utilization if it runs, there is no indication whatsoever 

of a downtime factor to be assumed in developing countries, but also is not 

in hiehly industri alisad countrieai experience with this type of plants has 

of Un been, and still is, discouraging with regard to downtime. 

20.    Direct, or "battery limits," investment costs, on the other hand, may 

be estimated, depending on the type of project and the country, within reasonable 

limits of accuracy of say • 10 or • 20$ of costs based m 1971 coats, provided 

that the country's investment criteria are well known. 

a.    large phosphatic fertilizer or phosphoric acid complexes with capacities 

around 100,000 MTÏ of ?2°$ «** «o"# have been built in an even smaller numbor 

«tan ammonia plants!/ but their direct plant   investment coat may, within the 

same limits of accuracy, be estimated at 1971 prices and the degree of utili- 

sation is quite good and easior to satinate than it ia for ammonia plants. 

22. Quite generally, fertilizer plants, as most other industrial projects, 

cost mich »ore to implement than they have been estimated to cost, with 

virtually no exception in the World Bank's and IPC's experience. 

23. Another obstacle when estimating the total funds needed for developing the 

fertiliior sector in any country is the need for funds other than those for the 

fertiliser Mirafacturing facilities.   Our experience shows that the most grave 

mistaken are made in enumerating, and cost estimating, the "surroundings" of 

fertiliser projects. 

2ti.   figure 6„ present« an overview of major sectors in which investment capital 

«nd recurring expenses will have to be provided for the implementation of any 

I/   for example, in Mexico-FFMj in India-Madras; in Tunisia-ICM: 
in Iarael-HAIFA. 
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fertilizer program enumerating the major sectors of the economy which are 

involved, namely, besides the fertilizer industry, mining, transportation 

(including rail, roads, trucks and railcars, ports, coastal barges and pipe- 

lines), mechanical/engineering inud3try, distribution and marketing of fertili- 

sers as well as of agricultural products (in one word - agriculture), education 

and training, public utilities (including ecological facilities), housing, and 

last but not least, banking.    In many, even recent, feasibility studies, most 

of these areas have not been given proper consideration, although the necessity 

Of investing in sectors  other  than the fertilizer   industry is  apparent and 

generally well known. 

2$,   Of course, the efforts and the amounts of money needed depend on the general 

economic status in a country, and on the physical and human resources available. 

Therefore, no generalized figures can be derived for the costs to be outlayed 

for creating such an "environment."   Many authors, agencies, govermnenul bw.ies 

and others, have endeavored to quantify the problem of how to estimate such 

costs and efforts us related to the requirements for the fertilizer industry as 

such, but only scarce and rather dubious data have been guessed.   This paper again 

does not intend to quantify those "offsites needs" but rather to highlight its 

importance and put it into the right perspective as compared to industrial invest- 

ment, and to the total flow of aid to developing countries.   Most mistakes in 

cost estimating are being made due to the fact that we forget important items 

rather than in estimating their costs. 

26.   As a first apprexlaate for taking costs of marketing into account, a major 

sector which invariably needs large capital support - although this broad field 

needs to be defined - it has been suggested that one dollar be invested in 
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marketing for each dollar that is invested in fertilizer planta.   This 

guess-figure of cciarse does not include other money-conmudng items mentioned 

in Figure 6 such as public utilities, feedstock and fertiliser transport 

including rail facilities, ports and barges, credit, and money which is son»- 

times needed to subsidize fertilizer application and imports.    As said before, 

there is not even a general guess-figure for these sectors, and furthermore, 

such infrastructure costs benefit all sectors of the economy and   it seem to me 

therefor« that any allocation of how much costs would be due to the fertiliser 

sector, is wild guess work. 

27.   Not only the amount, but also tht ¿yp£ of financing needed for implementing 

fertilizer programs will be influenced by such additional fund requirement*. 

Whilst the fertilizer industry in many countries could be implemented with 

the inclusion, or even dominant role, of private investors, this is not the 

case for almost all of the other sectors involved (possibly with the exception 

of some mining ventures for oil and gas, for rock phosphate, sulphur and potash). 

Furthermore, the overall success of fertilizer plants very much depends on the 

extent to which infrastructure, in its broader sense, may or »ay not be already 

available.   Governmental activity seems to be an indispensable requirement in 

order to create healthy grounds for the fertilizer sector, especially so in the 

lesser developed countries.   We could alto state that with increasing development, 

the share of private activity and capital in the fertilizer sector ic likely tc 

increase. 

28•   FAESSLI i« also supposed to emphasize toe fact that each project in the 

fertilizer industry implies many other projects in other sectors of the economy, 

and those may become real pitfalls (and pitholea) as far as money needs are con- 

cerned.   In the paet, this consideration has been, and still is, a stepchild 
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of both individual fertilizer project feasibility, and of sector st-dies, 

probably because such "side projects" are less glamorous than an iwp-essive 

Manufacturing facility is. 

29.    In addition to the problem of estimating direct coots of plants and 

of surrounding facilities at present day prices, and mostly those based   or 

costs in industrialized countries, distorting factors must be evaluated such as 

inport duties on equipment which may even vary during construction time, which, 

if it happens, »ay cavso changos in ths financial plans.   Another prcblem is 

the eontipeney allowance for unknown and changing financial burdens such as 

duties and taxes, floating intorest rates, provision for possible devaluation 

or revaluation, and for floating of the currency of the country in which the 

plant is   to be built, or fro« which the equipment is expected to bo supplied. 

This is usually called the "dollar gap" which is an important iss-e «tier putting 

together financial arrangements, including credits and loans from various 

countrias.    Finally, the old fashioned inflation factor — which is now more 

fancily referred   to as   "cost escalation" — adds  to the ptoblen of estimating 

costa. 

30. 14s are trying to develop in IPC « method of bettsr forecasting total invsst- 

Mnt costs with the objective of giving probabili ¿y indications of the size of 

over-and undorrunning a most probable investment cost estimate.   But even with 

such a degree of sophistication, we should not sweet a better than a plus or 

minus 10$ estimate in single projects.   When foresting financial needs for many 

countries    for a whole sector like ths fertiliser industry, the pluses and minuses 

«ay either iron out or add up which is what I was hoping for when I prepared this 

paper. 

31. Keeping this selection cf major problems in mind, any sophisticated 

optimization study or, various cases on nitrogenous and phosphatic fertiliser 
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needs in developing countrlea may probably not lead any further than the 

simplified forecast presentad herewith. 

III.      THE NITROOKMCUS FERTILIZERS SECTOR 

A.     Coapititlveneet of N Fertilizer Production Versus Imports 

32. Although the problem of eonçetitivcn^s does not seem to be incorporated 

in the subject of this paper, its basie philosophy is supporting the forecast 

of production which in turn underlies most financial forecasts given in th s 

paper.   The question of whether it is "better" to produca N-fertilizer or tu 

iirç>ort,alraady implies another question « namely, what is the meaning of 

"better?"   ïou will always find a beneficiary — but when inclementing the 

fertilizer sector in developing countries, this beneficiary should primarily 

not be a fertiliser exporter frcm an industrialized country.    Speaking with re- 

lation to the experience with projects evaluated by the World Bank/IFC Group, the 

eiphaais on which to focus attention for each project not only varies from 

country to country, but it also changes with the passing of time.    New and 

additional yardsticks continue to be introduced into any project and secto- 

evaluation, such as th« inpact on ecology, transfer of technology, labor intensity 

«f the industry, duty protection issues, and the like. 

33. Priorities bt&ween projects in any given developing country «tust be set 

by the Government as wall aa by lendine institution? î a fertilizer project may 

rank higher within the context of the overall economy and agricultural develop- 

»ant, than if a were conçariaon of financial and economic data would be made for 

judging a new project and coaçaring this with return on investments in other pro- 

jets which say compete with respect to receiving scarce foreign exchange funds. 
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1/ 
As stated in UNIDO's Paper's conclusion,""   "roost of the measures in the 

fertilizer field will have a beneficial influence- on the national economy 

Tar   beyond the fertilizer field    (transport, reduced import of food, export 

of agricultural products,  food processing irdustries, etc.)»"   This being 

mentioned, the mere comparison in terms of financial and economic benefit still 

rouât be dono. 

3I4.   U-fertili ?,er production is relevant virtually only for countries classi- 

fied in Group U, 5 or 6 (aee Table II). 

3?.   Generali;/-, in most 'tìroup U" and "Group 6" countries production costs 

are higher than they are in developed countries, and even in "Group 5" countries 

whieh are based on favorable raw material and energy supply, these advantage! ar 

mostly offset by inherent odds against a profitable p-eduction in developing 

countries. 

36.    Among the roost important problems facing the fertilizer industry as a 

whole in developing countries which was analyzed in another UNIDO papera 

and supported by our own experience in many countries, the following seems to 

be surmounting issues affecting the competitiveness*. 

- high cost of producing fertilizers (high raw material 
cost, too small plants, and shortage of qualified per- 
sonnel) î r 

- inadequate supply of feedstock and spare parts • 

- high cost of new fertilizer plants (iroported and 
indigenous equipment) including cost for providing 
infrastructure, and high process royalty and 
technical assistance costs, and 

- shortage of foreign and local capital; 

1/   Symposium Paper IDAC 99/1* 

2/    IDM599/8U, August 6, 1971. 
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Since most issues h ¿ve been discussed in great detail in a nwber of recent 

papers, this paper only focuses on two hitfiliphts in the N-ferUlizer sor ton 

the first one is the production co3t and cost ex pi-   r. ar-.    :• «,t  of imports, 

in relation to the price to the farmer for urea in India ^3 .-••   example). 

Similar relations exist in most other Group k countries (?.*•*> Figure ?).    If 

wo include the  »excise duty" (or sales tax), the fanner pa,-s at:>ut one-third 

more than the price what the producing coapany receives ex-factory for their 

product.   The price to the farmer is usually fixed by the Government and via 

the benefit/cost ratio, largely affects the farmers' willingness to use 

fertilisers and therefore, determines the consumption   s fertilizers,.    In fi is 

example, if we subtract from the retail price, all cost i  »m¿ v-hich have t0 be 

spent, the margin which is left for return on capital — if any — is lovoi   „han 

the prevailing opportunity cost of capital in India.   This is not a ver/ ;.,tis- 

factory recuit, and it may hopefully not — as it is now — remain mr. u i-tativ« 

of the nitrogenous fertilizer indu o try in developing countries.    In any err«.-, 

and in most developing countries, it seems to U   increasingly difficult io     >ke 

up a profit of $20 per if? of N which would be ato.t, considered a reasonab:    1 

turn.    Some Governments suspect that there are bi«: profits in this sector her ause 

they argue quite convincingly, why do private créanles still apply for lie,n u>a 

to produce fertilizers? 

37.   From FigureJ£ and other information, the following rounded figures «re 

taken (in $/ftT of N)i 

With Iiported      Locally Produced 
m   Urea               JJrea ^.ex plant}, 

Ç.I.F. Price 

Total cost 

¿F.E. portion 

I3O-I6O 

125-155 

{220 
of 

150 

220 at official exchange rate 
7.50 Rs * $1. 
at a '" ¡hadow rate" of 1? ito " $!• 

75 

J 
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The sales tax of about *?2/>rr of N in this case has been deducted because it 

is an arbitrary figure which ia entirely' under Goveiwner t control.    local pro- 

duction could therefore >.e considered  "conspetiiive " dépendu^ on which con- 

sideration o.'ie choose.t:    total finrnc3-.il cost (price), cost at shadow rates, or 

IE coatis only. 

38.    If the y lant vere not fully utilised, costs would go up by about $20^»T 

of N trith   = 05:ú utilization which is even high conpared to the overall fertili« 

industry affir.ioncy in some developing countries of 60 or 10% only, and profita, 

if any, would fall well below any reasonable minimwru    Therefore, the degree of 

plant utilisation is one of the most strident problem encountered in this 

industry.   Figure_8 shows the effect of utilizing a plant based on 330 streaa 

days .per year - 100*, between Bt% and 110^ of capacity.    The figures clearly 

prove how important dobottlenacking and plait inprc.erent is, as well as it 

shows the need for reducing downtime.    The decree of utilization is also deter- 

mined by those loet atre.• days per year related to outside reasons such as potra 

and water supply, feedstock supply, lack of spare parts, etc., as mentioned aber/ 

With a high degree of utilization in modern size plants, with cutting down in «1 

of tha coat it«*», and with competitive naphtha or natural gas prices (Indonaaia 

Pakistan, Arab Gulf States, Algeria), production of N-fartilizer in developing 

countries cculd bo, or could be nada to be ecapetitivej at any rata, in tan« ©f 

foreign exchange.    In „any cases, cooperation tm^ developing countries by 

increasing trade in liquid aiwenia, could probacy reduce tha cost of M fartili* 

to lavais comparable to those with producta imported fro» industrializad count!* 

but regrettably such cooperation i. not vary likely to be established in du« cou, 
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B.   Additional N-Fertilizer Prodnnt.inn 

39.    The forecast and proposal as made in this paper calls for implementing 

additional annual nitrogen production capability from I969 to 1975 of about 

7 million MT in LDC plus $.3 million MT in the second 5-year period on a 

total of 12.2 million MT.    As can be seen in Figures 2 and 1. thia would achieve 

only the goal that with the forecasted consumption of about 1U million MT of 

H in 1975, and about 20 million in 1980, the gap between N-fertilizer production 

and consumption in all developing countries would remain up to I980 at about the 

1969/70 level of 3.5 million MTT.   These proposed figures are based on the con- 

sumption lorecast as given in Table V   which is an updated and revised version 

of UNIDO's Table X as presented in the Symposium Paper, ID/WO 99/U. 

I4O.    If UNIDO »s figures ware to be used, for example, the apparent surplus of 

production over consumption would increase in the World from 1.85 over 2.3 to 

3.6 million MTY of N (1969-75-80).   This paper suggests that we (a) assume no 

such surplus, and (b) that a reasonable distribution be established between 

industrialised and developing countries of additional production capability. 

The definition of what is »reasonable* of course, is entirely subjective and 

voluntary. 

14.   Based on the «best guess« consunçtion forecast and the actual (I969/70) 

production in bota developed and developing areas, I have arrived at arithmetically 

required additional »-fertiliser production capability as detailed in Table V. 

which alao considers other inforaation (TVA in C & BÍ July 5, 1971, and NITRE! 

forecasts). 

U2.    If we assume that a "standard capacity« in developing countries will be 

180 and 270 thousand MTY of M In the first and second half of this decade, 

and with a 71* utilization to achieve self-sufficiency, then about 78 plants 

(1969-75) plus 30 plants (1975-80), or a total of IO8 N-fertilizer 
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plants would have to be implemented in all developing countries during the 

1969-80 period which would be an average of 13 plants per year in the first 

part of this decade and 6 plants in the second half of this decade.   I believe 

that it is not realistic to expect auch a high construction activity compared 

to what is actual]/ going on.   It makes more sense to first boost existing 

plant capacity, both in industrialized as well as in developing countries to a 

higher degree of utilization, which require, much less capital than the con- 

struction of grass roots facilities.   Table VI gives underlying assumptions as 

to the plant capacity and its utilization, and specific coste. 

1*3.   After a number of alternative estimates and assumptions «ade, I have finally 

arrived at the following proposal with regard to implementation of additional II 

fertilizer production capability and its cost and regional distribution» (Tablejm). 

Ui.   The figures for production increase in industrialized countries have been 

calculated as the forecasted world consumption, minus proposed production in 

developing countries, which results in an added production capability of 10.2 

million KTÏ of N or about kO% of the developed region's 1969/70 production. 

15.   To increase production in industrialized countries between i960 and 1975 fro» 

254 to 33.06 million KTY with an installed capacity of 36.9 million KTÏ of N, 

only the average utilization would have to be boosted from 69% in 1969/70 to 90* 

in 1975 with no new plante needed, and practically no investment. 

i»6.   From 1975 to 1980, a further Increase to fuH (100*) utilization of the 

(1969/70) capacity has been assumed, plue the era-tion of 25 additional plants 

of the 1,500 m ammonia plant size, which »ay aleo be accomplished by an equiva- 

lent replacement of obsolete and small plants by modern, large size factories. 

If this proposal were realised, the developing nations would then have the 

following share of world production and consumption in N-fertilizers (in % 

of world total)j 
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TABLE VI 

Plant Opacities and Specific Investment Costa Assumed 

    Average Plant Capacity  

Actual 

IDC 
Developed 

IDC 
Developed 

1969-75 
(in '000 MTX of N) 

180 
y 

1975-80 

270 
Uio 

Awrtee Utilisation in f 

52.5 
69 

71 
90 

76 
100 

debottlonecking 
new capacity 

Developed 

JBtclfic Coats In Ü.3, j per HTY af y 

15C¿/ 
1*00 325 

250 

y    (no investment proposed) *"" """"" 
1    %U^ aftUal íaSe ln,In?U of ^bottlenecks, illudine 

expansion, about $250/KTï of „ have been e^^TO basi.). 

fable Til 

Proposed Regional Diatrlbntloi  and Estimated 
Investment Cost for Additional 

W Fertilizer Capacity up to If 60 

Area 

Asia 

Africa 

Latin Am. 

f. Asia 

Total LDC 

Developed 

Vorld 

1969 

Prod.    Conn. 

Ì221 
Prod.    Cons. 

(mû. MT777 

Plants    Total 
rAdded   Cost     FE 
 (J, million) 

«SS. 

2.0 

.1* 

.8 

1.0 

U.2      7.7 

Uà   IM 
29.6   28.£ 

5.56 

.89 

2.10 

5.9 

1.3 

2.1* 

hl9 M 

11.11* Ht.2 

33.06 30.0 

UU.2 Uk.2 

16 

2 

ó 

J. 
31 

JO 

31 

1*21*9 

11*6 

l*i*5 

561 

*5 

131 

267 

122 

?,U01    1,1,70 

 0    0 

2,1*01    l^V, 

Prod.   Song, 
Mill. MTTV! 

8.36 

1.29 

3.1*0 

8.5 

1.8 

3.6 

Pianti   Total 
Added    Cost    Fl 

iLtíOiP 

^'hh   19.90 

L3.26   3P.6 

59.7      r'9.7 

11 

2 

5 

952 

133 

1*72 

1C 

23 

11 
69 20     1,771 

2S   l&£ IM 
hS    1*,601    3,72! 
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I2àl        12ZÍ       i960 

% of Production 1U.2 2$,2 27.6 
% of Consumption 27.0 32.2 33.I4 

which shows that their share in production would come closer to their share in 

world consumption» 

1*7.   Although the implementation up to 1970 of 31 new large plants appears 

at least at first glance to be unachievable, a detailed study of the investment 

activity indicates that «lis timber of N-fertili zer plants could be implemented 

— early 1972, at least 20 H-fertilizer plants were in various stages of impli- 

mentation — but with a smallar than average capacity equivalent to about 6$0 

MT ammonia per stream day.    Since no plant could be in operation by 197^, for 

which at least financing and government approval has been secured by no-«r 

(January 1972), there will be a gap of some plants, and a bigger gap (compared 

to the Table VII    proposal) in required capacity.    On the other hand,   1: iur.tri- 

alized countries have not stalled investment activity in the N-fertUÎEer field 

but will continue to increase capacity althot;.;•   mostly in connection with Moderni- 

sation and replacement of obsolete plants.    Therefore, investment activity during 

the first half of this decade is likely to shlf^ towards industrialized en tries, 

and heavier activity is expected in the latter h tlf to make possible tin M- 

new-plant-goal In developing countries by I960 ¿< 3 given in Table VIII. 

Çv then, transfer of technology specifically of    T.nonia plant operation '/ill 

have reached a higher level than that which is ncv present, so as to assure a 

reasonable degree of plant utilisation of at least 8$ (based on 330 stream 

days/year a 100^).   Furthermore, »ore fertilizer exporting countries :nay have 

realized that in a few years time, chances of exports of basic products such ae 

fertilizers to developing countries may be disappearing in favor of production — 

possibly in cooperation with companies from developing countries — of forti li - 

¿ers at more favorable locations with regard to raw material ¡supply, freist 
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costs, and markets.    Due to the proposed moderate development of the N-ferti- 

lizer sector in developing countries, and provided that production and con- 

sumption develop as outlined, imports will remain at about the 1969/70 level 

of 3.5 million MTY of N. 

!i8.    As a summary, production capability in the world for N-fertiiizers is 

ibu t 30 million MTY of N, for which about 76 new plants - in addition to 

debottlenecktag of existing units - would be needed.    In developing countries, 

& plants would be installed at total costs of about U.S. $U billion with 

a $2.k billion foreign exchange portion.   The regional distribution patter« 

can be seen in Table Villi 

TABLE VIII 

Added Production Capability of N-Ferti i2er< UP to lQflO 

1969 

Area 

Asia 
Africa 
Latin America 
South America 

Total LBC 
Developed 

World 

Product.       fìated 
Aotral       Capacity 

 Added 1970-1980 
Plant       Cost 

Capability   Number     Total 
(ïprr$ aline 

2.0 
.u 
.8 

1.0 

U.2 

29.6 

3.8 
.8 

1.6 
hi 
8.0 

&2 
hk.9 

6.36 
.89 

2.60 
h& 

12.21* 
17.86 

27 
h 

11 

51 

2,201 
279 
917 
77$ 

M72 
2.830 

1,111) 
237 
503 
&1 

2,37$ 
2*830 

30.10 76        7í002     5,205 

1*9.    The average utilization of installed M car- ,-t •-., <„ A     ,   , 
«xxea N capiat/ in developing countrlee woul< 

be 77.6* in I98O, leaving an additional ^.72 million MTrnf« 
nu.aj.10n MTY of N as an unutilized 

capacity which by I98O might be equivalent to a U-year consuranH      « 
^ year consumption increase. 

50.    The N-fertilizer production, consumption, and i^H»    . A   . p       ' '"».trade as derived from the 
assumptions and consideration« given above, are graphical^ 01    •    * 

>     « grapnicaiiy illustrated in Figure 
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.on 

Evidentally trade in liquid ammonia does not show, at least up to the year 

1980, any significant role in the overall picture, but it may cause con- 

fusion when evaluating production-consumption statistics since counting 

twico for liquid ammonia in a producer and in a consumer country is not ex- 

cluded} FAO has taken this issue up. 

C»    Future Import Requirements 

51. The future import requirements in the »-fertilizer sector are made up freía 

straight and complex finished fertilizers, feedstocks, and spare parts, chemicals 

and other smaller items. 

52. These requirements are all calculated with the figures on consumption and 

production as outlined in the previous sections of this paper, assuming for 

developing countries a production increase from lu2 (1969) over 11.11* (1975) 

to I6.I4I4 million MTY of N.   Some further estimates and assumptions have to be 

established as given in Table IX» 

TABLE H 
•J* 
Y! 
8   \ HPQit Requirements for the N-Fertilizer Sector 

J   Î 1969/70         1975     1980 
10 Price eif        QuanM tv rvi.i ""« 7-— Priée cif      Quantity    CÔsF Cost 

«ESte!  M" Million MTY   % Million $ Million 

^*ehe^ Fertilizer-»        I30 (FE) |»J» 572 58o 593 

Id    Hydrocarbon Feedstock 20 (FE) 2,8Ìi               5? 170 2«íl 
Other feedstock 10 (LG) I.9              ( ig\ t U\ t lt\ 
Liquid ammonia 1*0 (fi) ^ &               17 ( g} ( ft* 
Spare Parts, Catalyst $ (FE) ¿/ 21                  ^6 82 

Total dross Import (FE) 667 g5l Q70 

ij 11/ $5/fcT of N produced. 
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53.    A major crystal ball question is, of course the prediction of futura prices 

of finished N-f erti liters (on a free trade basis).    Consistent with what has been 

used in Finura 7. iinported N-f ertili zer is expected to cost between $130 and 

$160 per MT of N   in urea, and for purposes of this estimate up to 1<?80 an 

average GIF price of $130 for any developing country has been assurod at a con- 

stant 1970-dollar price value. 

5U.    Hydrocarbon feedstock is needed at a rate of about 0.9 KT per MT of » and 

75* of total N is assumed to be based on hydrocarbons (natural gas, naphtha, 

fuel oil and refiner/ gas).   The hydrocarbon quantity in 196?, therefore, is cal- 

culated as 0.9 x 0.75 x U.2 • 2.81» »illion MTÏ.    15* of total N«production say 

be based on coal, lignite, etc., consuming 3 MT of such solid feedstock per Iff 

of N*   Prices per HT of coal range at about $2  (South Africa), jj>5 (India), 

$15 (Zambia) and $20 (Europe).   Ry I960, only a few countries «ay still UM 

aolid feedstocks} figures in brackets are estimated N-capacities in million 

HT of N which aro expected to be based on coal, lignite, êtes   India (0.8), 

China (1.0?), South Africa (0.2), totalling not «ore than 2.i* million m of M 

which Is 15* of total forecasted production in developing countries. 

55.    10* of total N production is forecasted to **e on imported ammonia.   At 

this time, it is still an open question as to whether and to what «tent purchased 

liquid ammonia will be traded as a major feedstock for fertiliser production. 

Only a few such contracts have been signed - su*h a. Kuwait/turkey and IiWlt.ua. 

In order for one to arrive at a best-guess fig• for 1980, . «iniisum of 8 pit«*, 

each   800 MTD ammonia capacity, may be expected to operate yielding about 1.8 

million MTÏ of H.    As a uaximum, not more than 15 plant units of 1,200 MTO should 

be on strerò» by 1?80, yielding 3.3 million HTf of ?;.    lt m 8ubtract ^ #f|1- 

mated conation in this group of countries (Category 5) by 198O of about 0.3 

million KM, then the net export of il, »ostly as liquid amonia, «ay be on the 

J 
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ordir of 2.2 »illion MTÏ.   Half of this It assumed to be exported to industri- 

alised countries, the other half to deroieping countries (for which inçorted 

aawnia if a foreign exchange ite» as ««11. 

56. Most developing countries will continue to iiçort spare parta, catalyst 

and chemicals etc., which amount to foreign exchange costs of about $$/m of 

V produced for the entire production. 

ST.   The total of recurring costs for porting finished fertilisers and raw 

materials would, under this assuwption, increase from about $6?0 million in im 

to $W million por annum in I960. 

fiSSSICkJSäriiaJQbJL 

#. Although a detailed surrey hat not boon undertaken, »-fertiliser ani 

ammomla total exporta fro« Oroup $ countries ara expected to amount to the 

following «ting a $70 KT of W arerage fob price between ausonia and finished 

fertilisers (urea)i 

Quantity (million KT of W) 
$ »Ulion/year 

ÌM 1221 ¿J& ^^^^^^^^^^* ^^^^^^^^^w flessasamsm 

0.$ 1.0      2.2 
& TO 220 
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IV.    THE PHOSPHATE FERTILIZED SECTOR 

A.    The Pattern of Production, Consumption, and Trade 

59. Based on PAO statistics and on OECD and UNIDO's forecasts, Tahlg Y fkM 

the estimate of consumption, and proposed distribution of production for P20c 

fertilizers up to 198O.    The "phJ '.osophy'» behind this table is the following: 

- the apparent surplus of production over consumption in the world 
will range between about 0.3 and 0.6 million MTY o*" PpCVj 

- production forecasts have been voluntarily reduced t¿ a lower 
level for W. Europe and for USA/Canada,  compared to what UNIDO 
and other sources had forecasted, because with their figures, 
world surplus would have reached 2.0 million MTY of P20^ by 1980j 

- '»production" includes all solid phosphatic fertilizer:' for lonal 
consumption and for export, but excludes pho-ohoric acid product'  - 
for export (which appears in the data for pv .-^phatic l>rt:iis^- 
production in the importing country)} 

-    Western Europe does not include DAC court ries  (Spain, Greece 
Yugoslavia, Cyprus) and not Turkey, 

60 All of the countries linked in Table X,  are classified in Categories 3, |*, 

or S.    »Res*  of ECAFE» covers Philippines  (61*), Thailand (u$), Lurma (17), 

Malaysia (lo, and S. Vietnan (23) - figures in brackets are P205 consumption in 

1969/701 Kenya (19) la the main African country left, in the Middle Etat, mm 

(ih) and Iraq &) contribute to the area is consumption.    The »rest of Latin 

America» comprises Uruguay (30),  El Salvador (17), Ecuador (I3), Peru (10), Costa 

Rica (IC),  and Martirdc,: 3 (11).    China ;P,n. ì h*. a consumi- of 510 in 1969/70. 

61.     At preconi, phosphatic forti! u,- are bel.-.g ,..,;^io<' te m s either in the 

form of finished producto  (TSF, ;A,^i, or MK  —.-i   tío,,), or as raw materiale 

(rock phosphate, sulphur), whilst trade ir  ph^phorie ^ a lP . tlll negligible, 

and elemental phosphorus lost ground due to the recent sulphur price drop.    Thi* 

picture probably will change during this decade by shifting towards a larger 

share of indigenous production of phosphatic fertili*» in developing countries 
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TABLE X 

feveloped 
Sb.mtries 

i« Europe 
g» Europe 
8" SR 

A/Canada 
Jipan 
Oteania 

Total 

j§ìa - ECAFE 

Ädla 
flkistan 
St Korea 
Iidonesia 
Äiwan 
»an 
*st B0AFE 

Ärkey 
Hst M.E. 

Production and Consumption of Phosphatic Fertilizers 
TfÇ^J 

1969/70 ¿27I¿Z£ 
Prod.      Cons.    Balance      Prod«      Cona.    Baiare A     f^di 

 1980/81 
Cons.    B.i 1 anc e 

U,920 
1,680 
2,070 
5,170 

7U5 
-J.120 

U,U05 
2,105* 
1,915 
U,U95 

690 
1.170 

•515 
-225 
•155 
•675 
• 55 
- 50 

5,870 
3,U00 
3,600 
7,900 
900 

1,600 

5,L5o 
I», 000 
3,000 
6,500 

900 
1,600 

• U20 
-    6OO 
• 600 
•l,i*U0 

0 
0 

6,655 
U,5oo 
5,000 

10,000 
1,000 
2,000 

6,300 
5,5ot) 
lj.000 
8,500 
1,000 
2,00c 

•   355 
-1,000 
•1,000 
•1,000 

0 
0 

15,905   1U,780    1,125    23,270   21,1,50   ^,8?o    29,155   27,300   n,85S 

kS 

Uto (Europe) 
less Turkey 720 

170 
t M.E. LS g> 
Asia Subtotal       #¡0     I¡01o" 

- 90 
- 50 
• 15 
- Ul 
• 5 
- 30 

- 125 
:: 5 

550 
75 

100 
0 

70 
30 

100        350   z 

1,300 
300 
350 
100 
10Ü 
50 

_£00 

500 
150 
210 

0 
0 

10 
300 

60 300   -    2U0 hoo  -   300 
100  -so 

J^   -1,500 

780-60        900    1,050  -   150     1,050    1,200  -   350 

%pt 
S» Africa 

irocco 
egeria 

Lsia 
1st Africa 

Africa total 

60 
310 
125 
15 

11*0) 
)  90 

So 
260 

10 
so 

kO    •   85 
liO    -  25 
20)   • 100 

110) 
~?£o* TTŒ5 

125 70   • 
Uoo I4OC 
325 30   • 
120 30   • 
200) 270) • 
12) , 

~TO 

55 
0 

295 
90 
85 

TST 

200 
500 
700 
300 
220) 

) 

90 
520 

1*0 
Uo 

lilO 

110 
20 

660 
260 
:.6o 

17Ï00 Txrm 

>xico 
Nil 
Iba 
re^ntina 
pio-Tibia 
[ilo 
Ist L.A. 25 

Latin Amer, total    5§0 

115 
120 

5 
O 

10 
5 

îlalist Aal a 

Total 
rid Total 

120 
235 
115 
25 
55 
85 

lj 

610      615 

2,890     3,701 
18,795   16V& 

300 
250 

35 
25 
25 
35 

130 
~1oÔ* 

1,100 

5,150 
28,1*20 

300 
375 
220 

50 
85 

175 
_  295 
Î75oo 

1,100 

6,605 
28,055 

0 500 1*50 •     50 
125 1*00 500-100 
185 50 325 -   275 
25 50 75 -     25 
60 50 125 -     75 

U4O 50 225 -   175 
165 200 1*00 -    ?00 
W 17355 SITO T-TÔ3 

•1,1*55 
>    365 

_o_   1^20    1^ 0 

7,820     9,100   -1,280 
36,975    36,U00   •    575 
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based on phosphate rock and either sulphur, or nitric acid, and to a minor extent, 

«sing phosphoric acid and (or) HAP as intermediate*.    There are virtuali/ 

four vaye of supplying phosphatic fertilizers aa shown in Figure 101 

- Case Aï    straight imports of finished fertilizers, 

- Case BJ    Indigenous production based on phosphate rock and sulphur 

- Case C:    "Satellite Plants* based on purchased phosphoric acid 

- Case Di    Indigenous production of nitrophosphates 

Out of the total P2O5 consumption of about 9.1 million HT? expected by 1900, only 

about O.t; million rfTY are probably consumed in Category 1, 2, and 6 countries| if 

we «xclud3 the about 50 countries with less than about 3,000 MÎT of P20¿ consump- 

tion by 1980, 23 countries feroup 1 and 2) will continue to import finished fertil- 

isers, or may install dry blending plants.    The h countries classified in Category 

6 witti email consumption and small production would probably be better off with 

satellite-type plants. 

62.    Phosphoric fertilizer consumption, as shown with Table II will be concentrât« 

on Category 1*   and $ countries!/^ of total LDG ?&$ consumption in 1969/70, and 

68* in 1980), whilst the consumption of phosphoric acid for satellite plant» (Cat- 

egory 3) is expected to increase from about 0.2 to about 0.5 million HTT of PgOç. 

Bot eren some of the group h countries with large P2O5 consumption may be bettor 

adrised to at least partially rei/ on phosphoric acid imports rather than to »hoot 

for full indigenous production a3 long a3 they nave to   S^crt feedstocks anyway. 

1/ Category h includes 13 countries with a to+ctl ,r flbou« 1 <> *'in«« w * 
Pg05 consumption in 1969, growing to about *.3 mm^ ^ in ÎÎS wJ*l 
of fhese countries has a forecasted co-sumrtioi. >y loß- / - "l •?* TÏr1 

MTT of PoOc.   Out of the 16 nMnt,u,   ,A*J.:.';/.l9tS\t,:.msn ^m 100*{ 
MTÏ oí i¿$7 Ouíof the Ì6     unSie    , tfî^or      t^T ¡S*-!100'000 

surplus induction (group $) only 6 are exo^cW J Vüte"U^ PhoaPh*tlc 
indigenous consumption o? mire tLn to,<£^*¿^&  f? Vf?^1*1 

consumption __  r ., 
about lo* of this figure. 
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®#    Imports Versus Local Product ion 

*•     Comparison of Various   "aae£ 

63.    Cas« A, B, and C will now be compared as to their relative competitiveness 

with regard to imports versus local production.    Case D on nitrophoephatos has 

only limited importance and has been left out in this study.   Tables XT ,^ ïTI 

give all basic figures used in these computations.   These tables do not necessari- 

ly reflect actual contract prices since these are quite often distorted by tied 

bilateral aid, barter, and other arrangements.    Instead,  this comparison ha:   been 

«ade on the basis of either production of fertilizers 1:i areas of phosrh^to rock 

and/or sulphur surplus, o • of producing in developing countries which h-iv,s to 

import one or bot* feodstocks (where applicable),     with regard to oea fr.if;ht, 

we are on very unsafe grounds as discussed in the paragraph on freight    .  ti3  (.,.. 

Section II-C). 

61».   Another factor which affects the comparison is the different plan«   capacit, 

assumed for those plants operating for export, and those in consumer countrin- 

ili Cas« A, capacities between 100,000 up to 370,000 ÎCPY of F^ and in Ca.% B 

and C, 70,000-100,000 MTY, have been used, both of which seem to be reali, tic 

although not satisfactory for the B and C cases: at least by i960, sow  countries 

(P.ft. China, India, Morth and South Korea, Pakistan, Turkey, Brazil, Cuba, Chile) 

classified into Category h, would Justify large phosphate fertilizer plants with 

200,000 and nore MET of PgO^ capacity. 

65.   Figures 11 through 11* show the results for DAP as an tx-oçle of this eval- 

uation for three areas which are Rost important for this sector: Asia, Europe (MC- 

countries), and Latin Aiwrica.    Africa has not been mentioned here, since only 

Kenya and Rhodesia will have a considerable l>20$ consumption, but other countries 

(Tunisia, Morocco, Senegal, Togo, Uganda) are clearly actual or potential 

surplus producers (Category 5). 
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Remarks to Table XI 

i 1 ì 
j 
i 
A 

Basic Aigsumptions ; 

- 9$ utilization of plant capacity; 

- figures taken from OUCD-Study (Mav 1971Ì   a«^ #-^ 
project studies W *    V     a)> md trom varicms 

ìa«A£ì: A/S^SEí.**
other •*** - —««• •* - 

*. l£Äo„?& A* **' —tries in 
information Sas yet ¡vaUafcle ^rlC<m COnSUmer c««*ri", *> adequate 

L 6?fSf Sf^^îï0?*1^ SOWCe (*2 fl• M3d r • *»t, 69 from Mo- .- 

& orcïï'prTc^nto1^.^ ^ ^^ Ph°C^°rlc *cid *« *' —r- 

6.     Actual contracts range between $12l<and f. Ji CIF depending on ship sise. 

¿o? -1^0fi$*! *th CU8tomers ln BBropo range wlthia cif ^ce3 of 
Í^ÍS*!? ir ^ tÄble* exP°rter8 "«y wen sacrifice part of the normillv 
expected minim« return with a view to future plant e^anaiom T 

WO/S^^ C0Sta f0r pPOjÄCta ln India have been estimated at about 

ehiM^ïîi'Î**1970!!' * d*creâ8« of sea freigh   may be poseible with larser 
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66. èSl*1 (Wgure 11) Finished fertiliter imports «re expected to continue to 

be Reaper (elf prie« S126/MT F20ç) than local production, even when shipped by 

O.S. vessel»* however, when comparing foreign «change costs, indigenous pro- 

duction could appear to be competitive, and be cheaper than when import* were 

loaded with high freight cotta.   The freight portion in all three caaes is bet- 

ween »bout 10* and 1*0* of the total coats of finished fertilisers, with Case B 

being affected mostly by up-or-dowward trends of freight rates.   Only a case- 

by-ease study can yield an optima solution, M has been shown for India where 

Caee B (Gochin II and KonJcan) may be Justified as well as Cue C (Madras and 

Zuari). 

67. Èro** (including Turkey)! (Figure 12)  All three casos aro emit« similar 

when one compares total cost«, and expected OF prices, but foreign exchange costs 

favor indigenous production based on rock and sulphur, which is due to the proxim- 

ity of rock phosphate sources.   Phoa acid based plants don't look attractive for 

thi« area, but again, som eases with partial UM of imported acid for instance 

for TS» production nay offer advantages such as lower capital outlay. 

*••    w«tfr *ffflt°«» (figuro 13)   A total of about 1.1 million MTT of ?$$ would 

by I960 be consumed in Category h countries (Brasil, Colombia, Cuba, Chilo), plu* 

•bout 0.3 «illion WI in ot'ier Latin American countries, and consumption forecast« 

indicate that local production could bo considered as being "Competitive* in all 

of the Category k countries, plus in Central America if a regional cooperation 

there could be arranged.   Though, Mexico probably offers cheaper phosphoric acid 

than could be produced in other Latin American countries, as shown on thi» graph, 

although the foreign exchange cost comparison favors local production.   Again, all 

three ways can be considered depending oh the individual case, and the developawnt 

of freight costs which In average for Latin America account for almost one-third 

of total costs when production is based on rock phosphate and sulphur. 
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6?.     As a summary, Fjflurg ¡fr shows the relative merits of producing phosphatic 

fertilisers in the three areas, either based on rock phosphate plus sulphur 

(CMS B) or inported phosphoric acid (Case C).   As a "yardstick", the expected 

range has been shown of cif incoi* prices between about $108 and $li|0 per Iff 

1^5, which represents Case A.   When comparing total costs, indigenous production 

in Asia and Latin America (when based on imported rock and sulphur) are expected 

to be considerably higher than the cost for iiiported fertiliser.    In addition, the 

inherent risk of changing freight costs, influences this way of procuring phos- 

phate fertiliser much nor» than in other cases,   for Southern Europe, local pro. 

auction in both cases nay be competitive with imports.   When comparirg foreign 

•»change costs only, production based on rock phosphate and sulphur, in alJ areas 

teen to be favored as against imports. 

?0.    Phosphoric acid based "Satellite« plants look quite favorable for all three 

areas even from a total cost point of view,   future freight cost as determined Ir 

the development of phosphoric acid ship« and teminal. is the important factor. 

*•    ft^Phoric ¿eld Trad» 

n.    ft«** tfe. decade lffo/ft), due to the easing on .tre« of „p^ ^ÎÊm9é 

ifcomphorte acid plants in «arpia, arw.the fertiliser Indmetry will incre*^ «» 

m. of phosphoric acid (and HAP) M intermediates.   Although by i960 the qaantL 

Urn involved and traded among developing counts probably do not exceed about 

m of total P205 fertilizer consumed, phosphoric acid ~ as discussed in T. CW 

WIDO conference paper - may enable some countries with  .mall ?#$ consumption, 

to implant satellite plants for producing phosphatic fertiliser., with .«all«, 

capacities than if they were based on phosphate rock. 

72.    Category % includes 16 countries which are considered potenti* phomnhoric 

acid producers, but as of the end of 1971, there were only four producers of 
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phosphoric acid for «xport (Fra-flaxico, Israel, SHAPUR-Iran, ICM^unisia), with 

• combined capacity of about 750,000 OTI of P2O5, but probably Israeli phos- 

phoric acid due to it« high purity ani high price, «ay not be traded for fertili- 

«or «amifacturing.   By 197$, one or tuo »or« producara (AKNABA-Algeria, OCP-Morocco) 

irill ba in operation «Wing between about 225,000 and I^OOO m of P205 capacity. 

Other project, and espansione will by 198O/8I increase capacity for trade phos- 

phoric acid, to about 1.5 lUion m of P^ which still ia «tail comparad to 

world Pg05 fertiliser capacity of 28.5 milion m in 1975, end 37.0 as fore- 
castad for 1980. 

73.   ÜIMDLIS •*"»• the probable trade in phoaphorie acid in 197$ „* ln 19eo. 

Presumably, any additional largo project would not substantially contributa to 

tho 1975 production if it «oro net now (January 1972) already at least under pre- 

liainery consideration.   Por I98O/81, additional production capability has beet! 

»fffseed at about 600,000 Ktï P^ which if équivalant to two largo 1,000 m 

1*205 phosphoric acid plants. 

7a.   with untied aid, producer countries could trade ïAoapliori« acid (.nd/or MP) 

with ether developing count rie..   Candidata countries which are .aid to nagoUato 

ffcaffcorie acid contraete, aro among others, iratil (100), Colonia (75), South 

loraa (210), Thailand (120) and Greece (00), with a total of about 600,000 m 
0f F2°5 **••« *» *»• «PPtrant eoiisuwption-production gap in I960 aa given ia 

brachete.   Otter countries suitable for phoaçhcri. acid baaed »tallita plants, 

W bo the 10 cowitrie. a« Ueted in Category 3, with a total expected P^ eon- 

•aw#>Uon in 1*80, of about 0.5 «iUion MTÏ. 
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c»   Future Import ftequlrements for the ?<£>$ Fertilizer Sector 

T5t    the total costs for supplying phosphatlc fertilisers »re made up from* 

- eosts for imported finished fertilisers, ninas revenue fro« 
escorts of finished fertiliser, ana phosphoric seid» 

- eosts for rock phosphate, 

- eosts for sulphur; 

- eette for spere parts, «te, 
*•   W»t Coits of Importing Finished PhosBaatle fertiliser 

?é.   First of all, a'realistic future import priée to developing countries for 

phofphatic fertilisers nust he established.   Some sources (OKD) expect a high 

price of $lk$/m P2O5 in either ÏSP or DAP, but recent developments and actual 

deliveries — in spite of sosa cenerai upward trends — do not indicate that 

such a high"premium» must he paid over what a »reasonable» long-term price, 

defined aa »production cost in favorable surplus areas, plus 10* roturo on 

investment," has been estimated to be, namely between $103 and lUl/MT PgQ*. 

Ihis figure, of course, is linked to rock phosphate and sulphur prices, but any 

change in these feedstock prices would move the total production coat proportion* 

both in case of importing finished fertilisers, and indigenous production, and 

would therefore virtually not change the conclusions.   With cif costs to any 

tìaveloping country, between $72 and $90 per W of MP, and an assumed X-valut of 

$130/fcT of N in fertili* r one arrives at 1 price r-nge of between $106 and $li*$ 

per MT P205 m bagged fertiliser, or an arithmetic average of %Wfct P,p$ which 

figure has been used for these compariaona     wit * aMpnamt, ^uie on U.S. flag 

••«els, however, cif prices would go up by about $?5/*T *$$.    Total imports to 

enveloping countriee during tho period up to I960 would be composed of ft* MP 

and IF*, y* TSP, and 20* nitro-phosphate, in ten» of P^contenta. 
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77.    For calculating net coats of imports, revenues from fertilizer exporto must 

to deducted.    Fricas ovar the next decade have,, for comparison reasons, been 

assumed at $9C/fcT Tflc *n Tsp «** *n phosphorin acid both fob N. Africa, with 

freight coats fop the acid of between $12 and $25 per MT ?20$ (N. Africa-Europe 

and Mexico-India, respectively)) see Tables XI and XII. 

t.   Hook Phosphate Import Coats 

70«   Pricaa for phosphate rook aro forecasted aa follows t 

Source 

florida 
Morocco 
Tunisia 
Span. Sahara 
*crpt 

Average!/ 

wp m 
Grade V 

X 
US$/MT PgQc: 

$?2os J*C Europe        Asia 

33 
33.6 
30.2 
% 

JL 
33 

Freight Portion 2/ 

elf prices 1 waam 
L. America 

33.2 
31,2 
29.8 
30.6 

53.6 
59.5 

l¿.3 
ItO.O 

31 5ö 35 

Ll 19 16 

fob, 

19.0 
22.3 
26.6 
18 J» 
26.8 

22 

¿/ Although prices dopend on the "utilization value," and not only on PoOç contents, 
for comparison reasons, the arithmatic average of prices per unit p?c< has hjen 
applied. c p 

I/ Baaed on the expected "leader price" in the respective areaj prices for Asia 
baaed on forecasts for India. 

y Baaed on about $0* shipments on OS flag vessels. 
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7?.   The following coats for producing finished phoaphatic fertilisers will 

wcur anmially, with P2O5 consumption in phosphate rock estimataci about 8jf 

higher than P20$ production in finished fertiliser. 

Prie« 
I/Iff PgOg 

BAe Europe 
Africa 
li* America 
Soc* Asia 
Asia 

31 
23 
35 
50 
50 

Tota 

• Phoe Aeid 
Production 

Total 

Total Net CU Coats 
in $ ffdlUen/Tt 

778 
799 
302 
659 
581 

972 
1,512 m 
1.188 
1,107 

3,122 

0 

5,61*3 

3,122 

115.2 

6,059 

219.5 

1,13U 
2,li52 
1,1*0* 
1,620 
1,»36 

8,1*1*6 

Ä 
9,091» 

328.1* 

3.   aalBhur Im* Coats 

•0.   The price of sulphur la a typical commodity «artet price rather than out 

tetad oa protetto* coat., daring the 1960-a, aulphur prie« fluctuated conaider- 

•Mr Aia to taaporary .light eurpluaa. or aborts, with «nation, of -$8 M 

«22 por ton in relation to the at.«a, prica of $28/t fob Oulf.   m 1975, müptmr 

production foracaatad at 58-60 «illion MT would exceed the expected (tern! of 

52-5U »lilUon m     aulphur pricaa «re «cpectad to remain at or around tu. 

present level wiUi the following exaaples (as of 19?1): 
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imâM 

Country 

Guiada 
Oulf of Mexico 
Poland 
Lacq (Frane«) 

Average!/ 

GIF South and 
fob Horte Africa CIF India       CIF L. Annrica 

15 23 
n 30 
IS 21* 
15 21 

2? 
39 
2? 
26 

25 
28 

25-27 28-30 25-26 

1/   ê. Laatoviecki (UKIDQ paper 99/31») haa forecasted, up to I960 a sulphur 
price range of between $18 and $22 par ton f .o.b. depending on the 
quantity of the lot, the kind (quality) of sulphur, and country of 
destination. 

81.    Total coat for sulphur importa have been estimated at an average conswip- 

tion of 0.65 HT of tulphur per MT of P2O5 consuwed in rock phosphate? 

JSSaSîTJL 
taropé MC 
Africa 
L. America 
Soc. Aal« . 
«aia 

Total 

• Phos Acid 
Production 

Total Quantity 

Total CIF Costa» 
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U.   Total Recurring Coat« 

«2.   In addition to finitóri familiers and feedstock, apar« p«rta and 

Item itili contila» to be inported at a rat« of about Ht/fcT PgU^   produood 

a guasa-figure). 

S3.   Total cost« aro, therefore, aa follow« : 

Rock Phosphate 
Sulphur 
finished Fertilisers 

Sparc parts ato. 

Total Gross Imports 

Fertiliser Export 

Phosphoric Add Bcport 

Total Exports 

«at Inport Coat« 

«69/70 ||1 
(in CS. $*""* *tfr) 

115.2 
Ä.3 

219.3 

*»11.2 

50.14 

04 

219.5 
106.7 
MS 

2U.h 

ma 
81.0 

115.? 

Ma 

1960 

m.i 
132.3 

§0S«? 

B»r#fora# contributions trm «ports to LDC'e total photpHttie fertili««. 

bOaiica «ould bo daci^ain* twm «bout 6.W of groa, la***, m i960, * 

only 8.X5t in i960. 
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D*     tropo»** Pattern for Additional P2O5 
Production UP to I960 

Additional Production Capability Heeded 

8ti.    If world production of f^ fertiliaers would be increased fro» about 18.8 

in 1969, orar 26.ii in 1975, to 37.0 «lllion KTÏ of F2O5 ln 19e0f in an n^9W 

period, production capability anounUng to about 18.2 «lllion im would have to 

be added, or about doubla tha WOT Id'a 1969/70 capacity with a 6.k% par annua 

compounded growth rata which la in lin« with tha expected consuff,tion increase, 

Tha following Tabla XVI|I Hat« tha required additional production capability 

up to I98C, broken down aa suggested In this papar, for dare loped and developing 

countries. 

85. In tha developed countrlee, capacity increase at 9$$ plant utilisation 

would bat 

7.75 «dllion HTY P20c from 1969-75, and 
6.20 Billion MTï P2O5 fro» 1975-80 

with direct plant inventaient for phoaphatic fertiliser planta baaed en phoephate 

rock and eulphur, Including "usual" offaites coating about $200/MTï of P20¿. 

86. . In all developing countriee, inaUUed capacity would be lncreaaed (at 

80* utiliaation) byi 

2.9 Million KTÏ PgOç fro« 1969-75, and 
3.3 «illion MTÏ P2O5 from 1975-80. 

87. Tha apaciflc average investment coat ranges -e^ween about $120 and $295 

per MTï of inatallad ?20¿ capacity, depending on th« typ« and size of plant, 

with capacities ranging probably between 50,000 and 300,000 MTY. The weighted 

average specific investment coats, including phosphoric acid plants, turns out 

to be about $220 per KTÏ of production capability (80* utilized capacity). 

Table XIX contains the figures used for preparing estimates on number and 
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TABLE   lYIII 

m^ÊinA Additional PgPg FtrtUlir Prediction 
Capability 

0* »OOO^WirF^ pw f**) 

Bcvtloptdl Camtrlo» 

AfUKATI 

¿10 Bunp« 

Latin AJMrlcm 

SocUlitt Asia 

I» fol«! 

WortdToUl 

12Ê2 

Aetoal 
fWN      COA* 

dactlco   wwptlon 

15,905    1U,780 

m 
720 

71*0 

260 

610 

1,016 

780 

520 

770 

615 

2,090      1,701 

10.795     16.LAI 

 w - im 
Con- 

•MpticD AddltloQal 
1975      frroAietioa 

Wï-tfflg 

•antico    Addltictu 
19Ì0 Prcdnctic 

21»il50    5a5ll5 
7,365 prcpoitd 

2,10 

1,050 

6oo 

i,5» 

1,100 

©•©05    3,715 
2.335 crcpo—d 

26.055    9ffyoo 

27,300     5,850 BMdj 

3#200 j 

1,100 

2,100 

1,500 

9,100 

*-*»      «i*ff 

1 

2,1*95 MJ 
2,670 nomi 
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costs of additional phosphate fertiliïer pianti, and Figuro 16 illustrates 

the results.    Ail investment cost figures base on "constant dollars" as of 

1971.   the average size of finished fertilizer plants would increase fro« 

57,000 to 93,000 MTÏ of PgO^, and the average total direct investsient cost 

per plant would grow fro» about $13 nillion in the 1969-75 period to about 

$23 «illion in the latter half of this decade. 

88.   The regional breakdown of the number and cost of plants is given in 

JjbJeJX, indicating that a «ajor part of the recniired investaent activity in 

developing countries in the 1969-1975 ptriod ü already under way. 

TABLE XX 

Additional Plant Capacity 
1969-1975 

Asia, ECAPE 
SAC Europe 
Africa 
Latin America 
Socialist Asia 
Middle East/Turkey 

LDC Total y 

Finished Fertilizer 
Additional Production 
 '000 MTY 

Forecast 
WHS cfP**4I*t, ¿L Wtffrfr 
m 
180 
660 
520 

2,335 

m 
•280 

160 
280 

7 
¡»00 

•1,605 

7 
6 
5 
5 
t 
1 

30 

Capability 
of 

Additional 
Projects 

• 'OOQffY   

-100 
500 
21*0 
Ii90 

-boo 

m 

y   Including ' phosphoric acid projects for e-ptn 

89. The outlook for the retaining 5-year period, up to ljftu, shows that at 

least 30 »ore plants would have to be implemented primarily in Asia (ECAFB) 

Africa (for export), and Latin America. 
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90. Ü£WT9 37 illuatrRt.es the regional distribution of the proposed investment 

activity ir, developing countries, and the average amount of foreign exchange 

wtiich may be needed to be invested. 

91. The addition of 165 plants which are proposed and v^id be needed to add 

about 20 million KTY of ?&$ capacity in the world, me ins about doubling the 

world's 18.8 Billion MW actual 1969/70 production.    Compared to the about 300 

existing phosphate fertiliser plants throughout the world, the addition in 11 

years of more than half that mwber seems highly challenging.   For instance, 

the World Bank/IFC Group has contributed and is at present involved in at least 

10 new phosphatic fertiliser projects    (Cochin II, Morocco, SIES, Zuarl, Ultra* 

fértil, Konkan, NPK Engrais, and others) which represent a total investment *>f 

at least $300 million, and an actual or requested IDA/IPFD/IFC contribution of 

ab:mt $100 idllion.   Such projects, therefore, should be prepared and inp>rented 

at a greater pace. 

f •     THE POTASH FERTILIZSR SECTOR^/ 

92. This Motor in this paper is not handled in such great depth as are the 

N and P2O5 Motors.   One reason for this is that potash conawption will remain 

small compared to the other nutrients, although in certain areas and with cer- 

tain crop«, »ore potash needs to be applied, especially increased dosage of other 

nutrient».    There will also be only Marginal investment activity in developing 

countries; as explained below. 

93. Many étudies have bMn undertaken on the availability of potash, especially 

when in 1969/70 the prices dropped and the Canadians exported potash at less than 

$15 per ton ex-mine.   The production capacity of 20-2$ »illion KTÏ is by far in 

excess over the actual (1970) production of about 15 Billion hTÏ of K?0, which 

1/   Se» A. von Peter's UNIDO Paper - 99/35, July 1971. 
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eonparoa to a forecasted consueti» increa«« to developing countriM fro» 

1.6 *ilHoii HW in 1970 to 3.7 «allien KTX wrtU 1900.    SoMMver expaneion 

iimtamtt may be dorn in potaah mining in ion of the developing countrie. 

with potarti depositi, roch a« «pain, Iarael, am«, ptr0f Braail, jordân# 

«» Conpo, Ethiopia, Morocco and Voit Pakistan, and total potaah capacity could 

roach between 2 and 3 million MTÎ of K^ which would cow about the doman* 

increaee or MM in drrelopine countrta. end open ta? additional trad« poeai- 

Ulitioa.   Export taming« at«*** fro» potaah hare not bm tato» into account, 

the tota production of Imü, *ain and the Congo amoonted to only about I 

mUioti WT «u«iv.l«nt to a fob rtím of not »ore than $30 million a year in im. 

*.   TU« oofta of not potaah import into developing countrie« batod on a «if 

prie« of $to> par ton of potaah with 60* 1*0 probably to fro» $133 in 1975 to " 

$189 „illion par yaar  i„ 1960.   g^ p«^ nmci&ixot9 d<w,t ^^ ^ ^ 

whothor the dopraaoad actual prie, will provali or even go lowar, or may rat««, 

to tlioir pa.t lavai which mm for a whila aîmoat doubla of what it it non. 

*?•      TOTAL COSTS FOR MEÏTTW1 
á*i*im*m>7Vi m^mmi-ix 

»•     Ttv#l «fWrter Coata in f?^1if 

*•   Piwct Bocarrf n* Coftf 
"•"^^^^^^•^•••aeMiaMBH^BMefiBaMeaMa» 

*•   Mttx HP »h. r^wrta, .«t. f., th. I «d Í20j „et« «i pou* „^ 

th. toUl for 11 dmioplne «tmtrl.. v to i«« « ..u»t* „ fon«,, 
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ÎABIE XXI 

T,r*?y* *?mf- -TTTW 
llioti/y, foreipn exchange) n yffi^ry* *ntTOfl1 n9ñi 

ï 
I 
4 

I 
! 1 

* 

196? 1975 I960 

I Fertiliser Soetor (Orces Iaport) 
P20t Fertiliser Soetor (Oroee import) 
*2© bf)ort 

Votai O row Impon 

fifoff EarTAPTiB 

M Steter 
PA Sector 
KjO Sector 

Total beport Kerninge 

Mf 2MF€e9 RBQCIOTŒHTS 
(F.I.) 

66?      m 970 
feu         732 m 

 121 mJü 
1,150        1,716 2,150 

35 
IO 

BOt 

70 220 
116      m 

considered 

iffî       1*¿2°.       hflà ^^^^^^^^^^^? ^^^^^^^^^ül^^^ •••••••••••P 

#•  ZkKtJl iUmtrttii ti» Mi import coete for ill developing count rio«, 

tel excludes   ep«n parte, running royalties «id other Manor âasort item. 

r&e dottblint «* ««•*• fro« 196* to i960 should be cceeparod vita a 2-1/fc-foid 

increate la total nutrient consumption durit« the MM period (fron 13.1 Mil- 

lion m to 32.7 «Ulien WÏ of V • FjOj • IjO)«   «* l**!» eta»* of net annual 

cotte obriousljr will shift fro» too « to too P^ sector. 

2*   «Mm* %cwrfo« fmkff fff«%tw Pfftt 
97.   Beeidee cooto for fertilisera and feedetocke and thote itomi which aro 

directi/ related to fertiliser production, the running eoote oust be paid for 

high yielding seeds, for pesticide«, training of operating and salea personnel. 
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expatriate expenses for «nageant and technical assistance, and last but not 

least, annual cost, of extending credit to fanners, cooperative, and .,»11 oanHs. 

So• of th«. expense, are In foreign exchange.    Most of these iMlrect cost, 

ought to be ailocated to oUler area, of the «cono»*, «osti, to th. agriculture 

-to,.   Subsidies given to fa»er. for buying fertili«« are another it« t. 

be covered under thi, headline; such subsidies are a worldwide practice,    for 

in-tance, in the United Kingdom in 1970, about $2« Mllta K.S alloc.t«. to such 

sub,idi...   In Senegal, subsidie, „ust secure .„ attractive co.t/benefit mi. if 

the peanut price fan. in order t. x., the far„r. interred in using f.rtmtm 

Other „»pie. m pl.nUm ^^ „ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

countries. 

»8.   -I hav. „* p.«, .„1. t0 ^„ ttm „^ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

ot h« »ch «,... „cllPrtlli ee>te for tU tMUfiv 2nmtrtM ^ ^ ^ 

aM p^!v it «, „.„ . ^„..^ miMriUy to TOrt ^ ^ ^^ 

Since th« objectif of thia paper 1§ pn».-^ •,«, ,„_< 
f-f     i» prwâniy the foreign «change rather th*n 

local currtncjr proble», theie cotta have «** W„ 
mm cotta hare net been a»»««*.   Undoubtedly, tal« 

should be an objective of further atudv «4.4«. .•     **„ 
«rwier etudy aiadng *t a differentiation bet*.« the 

componente of indirect recurring eoe ta. 

1#   Total Mr^. Pi,,* Tfytg 

at* illustrated in Figuro ip. f *" 

100. Th. 196O/70 prediction capability (~ all f*»li«H« « 

in developi,* ccontries, of about k.2 * and ?.o PJL „« ^ 
r2w5 ""I Hap 19 graduali/ to a 
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final of 16.1» K and c.fc P^, and direct platt costs for both sectors to be 

added will probaba ««t to a total of $5.6 billion for all developing cowrie*, 

including a 60* foreign «change component of about $3.U billion. 
2'     Indirect Investment, r.n**j 

101. In m* pr„j.ct «Mm. which «. h«. recelad in the Wortd Bank-DC 

Group, no *«, «ttrtta h.. b..n .!„„ to th. lndir.ct CMt, „^ „ „. 

quire to b. fin.nc.4 b.f.r. th. pro>et „ .uch cmli b. E flMnclu 

.. »11 „ . b.n.flt to th. countr,.   Alth«*, I har. .„,.„.„„ t0 t,iiwaU 

th.« ecu, I h.« ,1T.„ »p, „fr . „rte, ef .^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

„.eific fi««,. p„ ton .f rn.trt.nt „ th. 11». «Mc could b. „«1 for „ mT. 

.11 foroe„t Aie» 1. th. Urt .f »hi. p^„.   lBdl„ct imiUmt cMta w |-| 

»r... »tur of . ,„..*,..„. „u«tion, b* u „ o«»ll .„.., for .«„ 
dolU, i„^ „ . ,.mllw pUnt> mt lwt m _ ^   ^ __ ^^ ^ 

h». to b. „.nt in oth.r «„ *ich «, of Un not «« clo-1, link«! u th. 
fertility sector. 

102. mmá illustra K»t of the area. ln ^ich i«*..^ ^ ^ ^ 

needed In «AUtion to thoee for tfee fertiliser industry. 

.   <*>   VWPte ft rWttfTftf to the fertiliser industry.   See» exanpies 

«Hfc recent profeti in the nitrogenous fertiliser sector mt 

%* Meurt tte naphtha supply, Hue» »sy require refinery ex- 

pvmim (India) and naphtha barge. (Suri), or natural gas 

pipeline. >«, hare to be «it (!&*?#, Kuwait, ajetreen, 

Henoüd,Pi»Ti ) or «von new gee wells Mgr have to be drilled 

(Txmrl, Dewood)) 
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fuel oil tank care may be needed (Nangal project) or railroad 

cars to transport coal (Zambiaj India» Talcher, Ramagundam), 

and coal mines may have to be started or expanded (Thapar Pro- 

ject). In the phosphatic fertilizer field, although existing 

phosphate rock mining needs not be expanded to meet future de- 

nade, in some countries like Tunisia, beneficiation plants will 

probably be nedessaryj for export purposes, phosphate rock mines 

nay have to be developed and expanded in Senegal, Egypt, Peru 

and other countries, and in India, exploration and mining the 

Udaipur phosphates should become one of the major future invest- 

ente in the fertilizer sector. Also, new rail lines, marshalling 

yards, and ports may have to be built or extended *i order to get 

rock phosphate to the fertilizer plant (Tunisia, Morocco), or to 

the export harbors. 

For sulphur and potash, although no direct investment may 

be needed to create new capacity, funds may well be requested to 

secure continuous and sustained supply, with emphasis on trans- 

porting and storage, 

fc) îgMMPortation it a most important sector which is relevant to 

fertiliser transport to g cd owns and farmers. Quite often, the 

nuaber of boxcars and locomotives needed to move fertilisers into 

consumer arsa« has been grossly underestimated and therefore, 

financing has not been secured for badly needed transportation 

facilities. Even coastal barges for fertilizer shipment may have 

to be financed in some cases (Pusri). The IIFCO project in India 
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may be needing an additional investment of at least $30 for 

•ach MT of N shipped, in order to transport ammonia from the 

ammonia to the fertilizer plant, 

(c)   Distributing and warehousing eats up almost every amount of 

money, but in most cases, it may prove highly profitable to 

pour money into such a pithole.   Examples where this has been 

done are Ultrafertil (Brazil), and projects in India are also 

beginning to invest heavily into this sector.    In a project in 

Turkey, we insisted on providing adequate funds for distributing 

the products of the factory, and so did we again in the case of 

Pusri. 

(<*)   utilities it another area in which financing may hav« to be se* 

cured before or parallel to fertiliser projects.   The problem of 

power has been mentioned so often in the UNIDO questionnaire with 

regard to problems facing the fertiliser industry that no doubt 

should re laft about the necessity of Investments in order to 

••cure power supply, and make it more reliable with the objective 

of reducing the many power failures and voltage dips in almost 

all of the developing countries (at it happant in New York dorias 

summer months).   The cost« of each day shutdown will increase in 

the plant H with ever-growing erpacitiet.   The same applies t« water 

•upply.   Sea water desallnatiyn ¿-. rfuwait caused hl^h costs and 

trouble.   IFC is involved  ** *n Indian pro; at, the star*** of which 

may be delayed due to the tardy completion vt ir-ts      çply faoilitiat 

which in turn may be caused by a shortage of local currency. 
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(e) Costs for housing, aite preparation (Madras, Shahpur), and 

ecological facilities may need further quantities of mon-?/ wh^ch 

often are forgotten when project feasibility »;, dies are under- 

taken. 

(f) Cost of Planning and Engineering may have to be financed as voll, 

not only as an integrated part of any one project, but also &.-, an 

item of a country's overhead cost.   Planning and Engineering, for 

instance, is ostina ted to cost up to $?>0/MT of new N capacity which 

sums up to $500 million to be spent in tris decade j this itert as 

a foreign exchange graveyard deserves   a closer look although such 

high figures may be liked by engineering contractors. 

(g) In Category 1 and 2 countries, even when importing finished or 

somi-finished fertilisers, investment would be needed for bulk 

blending or mixing plants.    Although such plants cost only a f'w 

hundred thousand dollars each, or even less, the total may sum 

up to many millions of dollars for all countries concerned, whim 

•till would not substantially change the overall picture. 

Til. FL.AW0ItB OF TOTAL COSTS 

A*   Tftt ftMftltude of the Problem 

103. The financing cf recurring expenditures amounting to between about $1.1 and 

$1.7 billion per anmsj constitutes by far the largor chunk of total financing 

needed which is forecasted to increase between 1969 and 1°80 fron about $1.U to 

12.0 billion. 

10l|. as a comparison, world chemical production in developing countries is ex- 

pected to Increase from $3.3? billion in I960, to $9.50 billion in 1970, and to 

$19.1-21.8 billion in I960, which represents a share of about 6% of world total 
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chemical production in 1970, increasing by I960 to about 7.5*.   This fits into 

the picture well for fertilizer imports of $1.1 and $1.7 billion in I969 and 

I960 respectively. 

105. Various ways have been used for the financing of such commodities, and will 

continue to bo used aa described below with "aid by trade» and «aid by tied 

credit" being the more important means of financing. 

106. The financing of recurring expenditures is likewise required for all six 

categories of countries, but the largest portion, of course, will be nested in 

Category 3 and It countries. 

107. The f tranci rç of investment capital for th. developing countri..' fertili», 

industry i. estimated to require about $5.6 billion up to I960 with a $3.31, 

billion forelBn exchange component in eleven year». 

106. For charleen reasons, worldwide investment in the chemical industry «a. 

over «u billion in w» with $6.75 billion invested  * „on-co^uni.t countri... 

The overall worldwide growth in chemical investment is about 8* per annum.   Ih. 

worldwide capital investment for new plants and equipment by 20 D.S. chemlc.1 

companies totalled in WO about $2.7 billion which would be about 5-1/2 tiM, 

the capital which i. estimated to be needed for direct plant inve.t»nt p.r a»•, 

in th. fertili,«- induitrv ln .u develop^ countrla„.   „.„.^ ^^ . 

Utin ««rica, Asia, and Africa account for only 6* of th, inve.tment in th. 

<*.»ic.l i„du.try feout $0.7 billion in 1966), this value i, .„«ted * ^ .„ 

t. «.r !.»M W8o .t which tlm. n »y „^ $1.o billlon ^ ^ ^ ^ 

in«.t^ in th. ch«i,al induetry ^ to th. f.rmu,r ^ ^ ^ 

inv..t»nt of .bout »0.6 billion p.r annum (198O) with a $0.« bUUon for.*» 

«chang. portion.    The fertiliser indu.try's direct inve.t•,,»   u 
airect investment, hence, would account 

for about 30* of the total chemical industry's inv-^-nt   »>,„ 
'     inv->^-nt, th. remainder primarily 

flowing   into the petrochemical sector. 
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109. In total figures, developing countries are expected to require an invest- 

ment of about $17 billion in the chemical industry over the period 1968-1900 

compared to $5.6 billion total investment in the fertilizer industry.    The 

regional breakdown is estimated as follows ($ billion total): 

Total Chemical Industry      Fertilizer Industry 
 1968-1980 _       1969-1980 

Latin America 
Asia, Middle East 
Africa 
Other 

Total 

11.0 
3.0 
2.0 

17.0 5.6 (Direct) 

; i 

' 5 

"J 
.. i 
I 

¡1 
.   .3 

í 

110. The financing of investment capital will be concentrated on in Category 

3, k and 5 countries. 

B#     Mincing of Imports of Fertilizers and Feedstocks 

111. Total foreign exchange funda needed   in all developing countries to meot 

recurring (annual) expenditures are increasing from about $1.1 billion in 1970 

to $1.5 billion in 1975, and $1.7 billion in 1980.    These figures cover the pur- 

chase of finished fertilizers, feedstock and spare parts for local production. 

112. Other authors and agencies have arrived at figures different fro» these. 

For example, USAID (Cleason) estimated in 1969 that in 1975 about $1.5 biliior 

per annua would be required for fertiliser imports alone (probably excluding 

Socialist Asia).    Ths Thirty-Seventh Report of the ACC of toe U.M. Economic an* 

Social Council in May 1971 cites the Indicative World Plan according to which 

in Asia, $2.1* billion at 1962 prices would be the total fertilizer requirement 

in 1975.   These estimates again differ greatly, but at least they are in the sane 

order of magnitude although obviously derived from more optimistic fertilizer 

"demand" figures other than those given in this paper. 
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113. Costs for other commodities which need to be imported in order to sustain 

operations, or to guarantee a success of the direct plant investment, have not 

yet been issessed.    A special word, though, needs to be said about spare parts 

and chemicals and catalyst imports.    Quite frequently its timely provision is 

hwpered by administrative obstados, quite apart from the lack of foreign ex- 

change funds, and subsequently causes shutdowns of plants.   Wor">d Bank/IPC has 

therefore e wasted that developing countries should endeavor to establish either 

»pare part pools, or lift the limits up to which plant management is entitled to 

directly order spares, or to even create a "spare part loreign exchange fund" 

restricted   in its use to that very purpose.   What use dœa a $70 million invest- 

ment make if a lacking $10,000 part causes the plant to shut down with losses 

of multiple« of this amount per day in foreign exchanr e benefits which were counte 

on when the plant was conceived. 

IH*. Four ways have been used for procurement and financing of fertiliters and 

othor commodities, and most probably these ways will remain thé prevailing 

nethoda to be used in the fertilizer sector during this decade t 

1. Orants 
2. "Aid by Trade" 
3. Aid by Credit - (a) bilateral tied aid: 

<b) bilateral untied aidj (c) multilateral 
aid and 

II.   Regular payments  in cash. 

Orants 

115. There i. no argument fro« a financial point of vi« .gainst fsrUMssr s^ply 

as a grant but only about $5 million annually (except Socialist countries) h,e 

reportedly been grant«! during the 1*6-1*9 p.rtod.   Thew grmnt., M «^ fWIIlti| 

«re not always given without the donor expecting fro» the recipient some rooognltl« 

often in the political field.   Furthermore, ,c*e deliveries were of sud» A bad 

quality (for instance, hig* oiuret contents   in urea and low P^ solubility in 

T3>) that the reputation of fertilizer, WM damaged.   Also, if un«iiUbl. type. 
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of fertilizers are given away from surplus stockpiles, it may hurt the agri- 

cultural extension work in developing countries.    Therefore, one should not 

say "never look a gift horse in the mouth."   Grants cost the donor countries 

often less than is apparent due to the higher prices used in valulnp and 

publicly announcing such grants and due to the fact that the donor country's 

industry benefits from keeping their wheels turning.    The financing of $1.5 

billion a year will probably not benefit yery much from grants. 

"Aid by Trade" 

116. Eastern Bloc countries are (mostly on a bilateral basis) exporting to 

developing countries with government procurement organization, a state trading 

system based on bilateral clearings.    Such a fertilizer trade is usually planned 

well ahead and according to Mr. Boudewijn of Nitrex, has proven to be quite 

successful in the last two years in India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Egypt and in Latin 

America and other areas.    Since these supplies have been, and may probably con- 

tinue to be on a "balanced trade" basis which offers outlets for consumer and 

industrial goods produced in developing countries, and payments are due in non- 

convertible currencies, this part of the financing requirements for fertilizer 

needs is difficult to estimate at least as far as convertible foreign exchange 

is concerned, however, it should range in the hundreds of millions of dollars 

(equivalent).   Payment and trade balance offer intangible advantages to develop- 

ing countries which ire not being offered by most Western industrialized countries. 

With sane simplification i    Eastern countries offer "AID BÏ TRADE" and Western 

countries offer "AID BÏ CREDIT." 

117* Many discussions, frequently distoring the facts, have concentrated on the 

issue of "tied aid versus untied ?1d."   The overall picture indeed so far is 

governed by merely one method of financing, namely»   tied aid which includes 

supplier credits. 
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118. Although incomplete, recent investigations by OECD show that in the three 

years from 1966 through 1968, out of a total aid for financing fertilizer imports 

into a nuuiber of developing countries of between $161* and $235 million per annum, 

more than 60jS was channeled through tied aid which figure also implies the often 

higher cif prices used in this trade.   These amounts compare to a total of 

$1,530 million which is forecasted to be needed   in 1975/76 to import fertilisers 

and feedstocks, out of which a good portion will be needed for Socialist Asia. 

119. How if one endeavors to calculate the real cost to a developing country 

for imports of fertiliaers financed by the various kinds of aid, tied or untied, 

and compared to »Aid by Trade," the answer is without a doubt in the economic 

rather than in the financial field.    Input/output information is not even suf- 

ficiently available for the actual status especially on the "Aid by Trade" 

aspect, and less likely would any attempt prove successful when projecting up to 

1980. 

120. The following three graphs illustrate three cases of financing fertilizer 

and raw material deliveries to "recipient" countries« cash payments, tied bi- 

lateral aid, and untied aid. 

121* In EteLiP.» the money flow for the payment of one ton of DAP against 

cash payments has been shown with the freight and tax implications which incre«e 

the $60 fob price to a $70 delivered price.   The economic cost of the foreign 

exchange no«ded would have to be assessed with a view to the terms of payment. 

Generally, prices under free-trad* conditio-., vuich are underlying these ex- 

amples, should be substantially belo-, pries which !,„,, t, b, paid under tied-aid 

•ereement:, as „own in ^r^i:    for ,-.,)t ton of feHi u ,..P vhich is purchased 

under tied aid contracts, the pi , , to *,. re. :pi^t covr, .,   ^^ ^ higher 

($80 for exanple) than what, is reported to be the actual »free trade world market 

price.»    High freight costs which are ., intrinsic part of sowe tied aid arrange- 

ments, are part of such higher costs.    However,  the i»pact of interest rates and 
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repayment schedules nay well be s«ch that increased nominal coats by tied »id 

are often offset by the concessional terms granted and the recipient country, 

therefore, would actually repay less than the $80 dobt.l/   One can argue that 

towards the end of long maturity periods each dollar repaid is worth less «van 

it was when the fertilizer was purchased.   This is the inflationary side of 

the medal.    One can also argue that if the donor country would let the credit «am 

interest instead of giving it to a developing country for fertiliser purchases, 

it would accumulate interest, and interest on interest.   In any case, there is 

a gross aid component involved and its gross value is reduced by the subsidy 

which is indirectly given to the donor country's fertilizer and shipping industry 

as shown on this graph.   This is indeed m rather complex and touchy natter and 

I am referring its discussion to economists of both sides. 

122 • S,raPn 2? »hows that the Pearson Commission recommended that the "Partners 

of Development" should   aim at granting untied aid, in which case the advantage 

of a free market price would be combined with cheap credit j as well as including 

a "true aid" component derived from concessional terms.    "Untied" also relates 

to the way of shipping of fertilisent which is supplied under this type of aid. 

This graph shows that it is second best (after grants) for recipient countries, 

and also second best (after cash payment) for donor countries} both being apparent 

at least on paper. 

c*      The Financing of Investment Capital 

!•     The Various Sectors which Need Capital 

123. According to the country classification as given in Table II, there are var- 

ious sectors which will be asking for investment capital.    In Category 1 and 

2 countries, investments need tn oe made in marketing and infrastructure, and 

y USA, UK and Japanese aid have been given with 0-3* interest 
rate, 18-50 years maturity, including up to & 10-year grace 
period. 
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probably — to a minor extent — in dry blending plants.    Although comparatively 

»mall  amounts of money are required,   the countries   involved belong mostly to the 

non-Indus trial and industrializing countries  in which capital resources are very 

scarce.    Therefore, outside assistance, even for financing nostly local costs, 

will  be needed.    In order to  implement satellite plants  in Category 3  countries, 

larger suas of capital must be provided, as well as for Category 6 countries 

with eitisting small plants and too snail markets  to justify economically-sited 

plants,    Investment capital should also focus on further market development to 

prepare for later installation of satellite type, or full sis« fertiliser 

plants.    The largest amounts of capital will be needed to finance full-scale N 
c 

and ¡»2°5 fertilizer plants, either for   'ocal demand or for export, or for both 

purposes (Category « and 5 countries).    In all of these groups, additional 

"indirect" investment funds, as explained in Figure 6, nay be needed. 

TABLE XXIII 

Application and Sources  of Funds 

Category 

t and 6 

t 

H and S 

What is to be Financed? 

Infrastructure, aar'.eting 

# Infrastructure, marketing 
* Dry blending plants 

Satellite plants 

full siise fertilizer plant' 

\J    "IMD" includes  IDA where appropriate 

Sources of Funds (examples) 

Government, IBRD¿ 

Government, IBRD 
U>cal development banks, 
suppliers credits 

Regional banks,  IFC and other 
multilateral  institutions, 
bilateral aid,  suppliers 
credits 

IBRD   i,c, Regional  Banks, 
tilatcai aid, private 
compar'p;, suppliers  credits 
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?•     Capital Resources and Flow of Aid 

121*, Although the investment as proposed for the fertilizer sector in developing 

countries is only a fraction of total Industrial financing required, its pro- 

vision is specifically difficult due to its close links to the parallel financing 

in other sectors of the economy, a3 has been outlined in Figure 6. 

1?£. Capital resources are insufficient in developing countries and they are 

difficult to attract for fertilizer investment.    Only in the »ore industrialized 

countries (which mostly belong to Category k and $), capital has accumulated with- 

in the industrial sector, and therefore, financing from depreciation is beginning 

to play s role.    But the largest share nay continue to originate from domestic 

(public or private) savings.    Local financial institutions mobilize private saving« 

some of which would be available for the fertilizer sector because the public 

has a better regard for profits in the fertilizer industry than those that pre- 

sently exist.   Therefore short and long-term securities can be used to finance 

private fertilizer ventures in the more advanced of the doveloping nations. 

126. Last but not least, foreign private investment and loans have made and 

t    could continue to make substantial contributions towards financing direct plant 

investíante.   Other foreign resources of capital include multilateral and bi- 

lateral institutions. 

12?* Figure 23 compares the annusi recurring costs and average annual investment 

costs êM forecasted for the fertilizer sector up to 1980 with the net flow of 

financial resources received by developing countries up to 1970, derived fror 

"Trends in Developing Countries," published in 1971 by the World Bank Group. 

I     Although figures are not quite comparable because the countries included are 

I     different, this graph illustrates the considerable relative importance of the 
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the 1Ç70 level, the sector would grow to about 20£ of total net flow and by 

1969/70 even surpassed the total net flow from multilateral agencies. 

128. This portion of total net capital flow which had arrived at about $1.$ 

billion by 1970, includine $770 million from the World Bank Group, is com- 

pared — see Figure ?h — with the direct fertilizer plant investment, and 

to give an idea   only, with the annual need for indirect investment capital. 

Again, this comparison lacks exact conparability since the fertilizer sector 

figures include some 20£ of the funds which may flow into socialist countries 

Who are noi   iurluded in the net flow from multilateral agencies.^ 

129. The World Hank Group, as an indication for what could be done during the 

next few years, would be able to contribute to the fertilizer and chemical 

sector between about $60 and $100 mill ion annually whi h would be up to about 

20^ of this sector's total need,    in other word,-., the World Bank/IFC might 

rruh-.bly finance the equivalent  of one or two large fertilizer projects per 

annum.   As another example, the Asian development Bank lent $390 million in 197C 

to 15 countries in $9 Ioana, includine one fertilizer project. 

3.    Indirect Plant Investment Financing 

130. With regard to the financing of projects, we must again differentiate betve 

direct and indirect plant investment. An essential proposal which I should like 

to repeat here with regard to indirect investment is to relieve fertilizer pro- 

jects of the burden ...f also having to finance parts or all of infrastructure, 

marketing, railroad, etc., but Instead to look out for other, if possible, cho*p< 

sources of money. If, with the commitment of building a fertilizer complex, thoi 

absolutely vital "side" investments will not be added in time due to missing fin 

anelai armements, ii£.iiS££SJL2U&£-i^ project is endangered.   Therefore, 

1/   The foreign exchange  c-tor—    cf projected dirt   t plant 
investment would add abuut .¡^ ti.lion (ir.^iidinn  «bcialist 
Asia)  to the about $60 billion external public debt outstanding 
of 80 JJJCi (excludinc  «bcialist Asia) ~ see Fi¿^_|¿ g 
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any commitment in a factory should be tied to a binding commitment oy the 

host government or others to put up the funds, and other resources such as man- 

power, to create the environment necessary for a successful fertilizer industry. 

131. Some countries have been able to reduce the cost of infrastructure for 

the fertilizer industry by developing sites and "surroundinga."   The advantages 

of géographie concentration of the fertilizer and other industry has, however, 

caused ecological problems and therefore, fertilizer manufacturers may be 

burdened with high "social" costs in this sector, or m*y have to spread out into 

their market areas -- even with higher feedstock transportation costs — so 

as to prevent such costly environmental investments. 

132. For financing this type of an investment, long term loans are the most 

suitable source of finance and virtually the same sources as mentioned below 

(bb) under "Loan Financing" may be tapped. 

!*•     Direct Plant Investment 

a.      Profitability of Fertilizer Industry 
in Developing Countries 

133. Fertilizer plants are getting bigger and bipger, quite often with the 

questionable reasoning of "economy of size."   Costs per plant are also Increasing 

in terms of specific costs, since ever larger capacities do not result in suf- 

ficient economy of scale to outweigh the worldwide cost escalation, especially 

so in the eqnipment and construction field, and to equalize higher costs involved 

in the increasing use of local engineering and procurement.    The cost of these 

services grows facter than the 3-W average dollar inflation around the world, 

and they make up a good portion of total investment in fertilizer projects. 

131*. As shown before, the average direct investment costs per fertiliser plant 

in developing countries are expected to fui :\er inerte.--;- in the 1970-1980 decade: 
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nitrogenous fertiliser plants say cost vp to $100 Billion and phosphats plant« 

up to $60 million» or even more. 

135. To justify any investaents in such large entities, the question of pro- 

fitability, or return on investment in fertilizer plants in developing countries 

cannot be disregarded.   Virtually three factors influence the purely financial 

judgement, stripped of any economic considerations, of whether or not a fertili- 

ser plant may be considered profitable and would therefore be able to attract 

investment capitali 

- the opportunity coat of money in the country; 

•   the interest rate to be paid on the loan portion of 

the invettnemt as a weighed averse of all loans for 

that project, and 

- the debt/equity ratio, ai/i the expected return on the equity 

All direct plant investment is assigned to be bound te a production cor^any, and 

this vili for financial purposes, require equity capital as well as loan capital 

These varievs "sorts" of itoney are illustrated in Figure 26 which is an actual 

example of how to finance a $75 Billion fertilizer project, either in a private 

company or in a government-owned coapany.    One needs to provide both local and 

foreign currency to purchase all goods and services needed for the project's 

incrementation. 

136. The expected return on invested capital is a figure which should include 

the risk involved, future developments,  etc., and fixing its minimu» valu« will 

be a matter of «nagtwit or government Judgement, how this return should concari 

to the opportunity cost of ..one, in that country, and whether one should look for 

other than this fertiger project to invest a given amount of money.   This view 
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neglects any «concille consideration such AS foreign exchange savings by reducing 

imports, but instead, It simply assumes that in any country, money has its 

"opportunity cost," at which rate it could earn profits -- as straight interest 
ss»    on a bank, or as an investment in an enterprise. 

137- In fertiliser companies, like in other industries, a long term debt-equity 

L~     ratio of about 6011*0 is considered a sound basis of financing,1/ and might be 

used for estimating the expected profit on the equity portions   at a given 

Interest rate of say 10£ per annum, and an assumed opportunity cost of itoney of 

16* per annua which is the expected minimum overall yield, or return on total 

capital invested, the profit on the equity should at least be 2$% per annum. 

This as ve all know is not at all easy to achieve — if possible at all » in any 

fertiliser plant in the world.   Profits have been low, or non-existent   in re- 

cent year«, and international competition in both finished fertilizer and feedstock 

and intermediates seems to continue to be keeping down profits. 

1.1 138. with regard to profitability, experience with fertiliser projects in develop- 

ing countries are specifically discouraging.    Ihres main reasons may be held 

responsible for this fact» 

. -   the plants which wer« built many years ago and which are 

mew producing at a sustained level are either too small or 

use obsolete processes, or both, or suffer from low utili- 

sation* 

•   the plants built more recently are still in a stage of early 

re  , operations with a high financial load or small production 

:>r 5 preventing the« from profit making, an* 

*  I -   the generally depressed price situation of this industry 

in the world. 

1/ In the basic chemical industry in the U.S., long term 
debt ratio in 1969 was only 29.2JÉ compared to 60? as 
mentioned here. 
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139. Some examples from A to Z are:    Azot Sanayl (Turkey), Banda Shahpur (Iran), 

ESFAC (Philippines), FACT and FCI (India), Fertisa (Peru), KFC (Kuwait, Mersin 

(Turkey), NPK Engrais (Tunisia), Sies (Senegal), Ultrafertil (Brazil) and 

Zambia's Nitrogen Industry.   This low profitability if allowed to prevail would 

seriously hamper the development of a sound financial basis and might even 

endanger the repayment of loan capital. 

lltO. There are basically six sources of loan financings 

- title government's own resources in local and foreign currency) 

- bilateral loans from foreign governments (AID, KFW) J 

- international sources (IBRD, IDA, IPC, Interamerican Development 

Bank, Asian Development Bank, and others)} 

- private local and foreign banks} 

• suppliers credits and 

• private companies who also invest in the sane project's 

equity. 

Most governments have made, and continue to make capital «••liable for construct! 

of new plants as well as infrastructure projects connected with those programs. 

A substantial amount of money which governments have fixed with existing invest- 

nsnts necessitates them to sustain the projects and to improve them, which again 

needs money. 

ltd* Governments also have undertaken the job of providing loan money fro* multi- 

lateral and bilateral sources and have tied up themselves in such long-term agre« 

mente so as not to leave too much leeway for future activity — which is grave 

now that the projects get bigger and the amounts of money needed grow   beyond win 

has already been spent. 
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1U2. In some instances the government not only had difficulties In providing 

the foreign exohange portion of financing, but also in supplying the local currency 

at the time it was needed (Turkey - Mersinj Indonesia - PetrokiMaj India - 

Zuari and others).   Foreign exchange will continue to be more difficult to supply 

from the government's own resources, except those who have access to funds, and/or 

give highest priority to fertilizer projects either as an import aubstltutor 

(India, Pakistan, Turkey) or as a foreign exchange earner (Morocco, Saudi Arabia, 

Algeria, Tunisia, Iran, Venezaula, and Mexico). 

Hi3. Bilateral loans fro« foreign governments are available from industriali «ed 

countries with the objective of assisting that country's engineering and supplier 

firms in getting contracts In a highly competitive market - that means - the 

government subsidises exports from its own country.   The often ambiguous nature 

of such credits should be watched as in the case of fertilizer import financing. 

' '        e role of international financing aeenri^ has been dealt with in separate 

ç^^: at the Delhi Conference, namely Cottrell's paper on "World Bank Experience 

in Financing Fertilizer   Projects in IDCs," and Caradgnani's paper on "The Role 

of the World Bank Group in Assistance to Fertilizer Production in IDCs - Economic 

|   Aspects."   Furthermore, most of the other institutions have reported about what 

they have don« or intend to do in this field. 

Ili5. The World Bank Group in summary has lent to or has taken participation in 

twelve fertilizer project« in ten different countrios with a total commitment <tf 

$170 million, through mid-1971.   This seems low in relation to the total futvra 

needs.   One must realize that the total cost of these twelve projects exceeds 

$500 million which is quite a substantial amount of investment, also compared 

to future needs   i n this sector. 

1J*6. A most complex example of mixed raulti-and bilateral financing is the Pusri 

urea expansion project in Indonesia, with thee sources of fund3 being involved, 

I 
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namely, two multilateral (IDA and ADB) and on» bilateral (Japan) source«.   Th« 

experience in these negotiation« led to the mie of thumb i    th« probi«*« with 

financing increase with th« «quar« of th« lumber of financial in«titution« 

involved.   Thus, in th« cas« Mentioned, on« would encounter nine tima as »any 

problem« a« war« encountered in a straight two-way financing provided by on« 

•cure« only* 

11*7. Supliera credit« which are mostly guaranteed by th« »uppli«r country»« 

government play an portant rol« b<it they u«ually carry either « high interest 

rat« with short maturities, or du« to r««trict«d competition, they Involve high 

prie« plant equipment «id «ervic««. 

11*8. With respect to tied and untied aid« th« cheapeat loan money «uch a« IDA 

and tJSAID credits, has a l»O-$0 y«ar maturity and carriaa only a nominal service 

charge of 3/U of If.   9uch meeny can only b« given to governments which rel«nd 

It to the fértil i »er company on commercial terms prevailing in that country. 

Raultv Vinarie ine. 
5Í4al14üi¿ Mi ézfiSSfcl 

lk9» Equity or risk ospitai is scare« la nest developing countries,   usually 

the foreign exchange portion is herder to cerne by than local money but this 

latter statement is Increasingly misleading with the «ter larger «um« la local 

currency required for fertiliser project«.   Therefore, source« of equity «vea 

In local currency sty be difficult to find although for instance in India, sh^e 

Issues for fertiliser project« had been oversubecribed within a few deys.   later 

national organisation« and regional and bilateral institutions and bank« can al« 

provide «uch capital, for instance, IPC, DB3, ADELA, IICA, SJFIDA, East African 

Development Bank, African Development Beak, and International Investment Corporei 

for Iugoslavia.   Semi-private development banke «uch a« ICICI and TGKB have also 
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Invested in the «quit/ of fertilizer projects.   In some cases, government 

guarantees are required, but IFC, for instance, makes equity investments with- 

out government guarantees.   Generally one might say that equity contribution 

it equivalent to ownership. 

1$0. figure 27 shows the ownership structure of the fertilizer industry in a 

number of developing countries.   The groups and bodies involved ares 

• governments and private companies In developing and in 

industrialised countries, and 

• multi- and bilateral equity investors such as IFC. 

Int list of companies with government participation is  m overwhelming one »hen 

compared to the much smallar list of privately owned and operated fertilizer 

plants*   Ins graph names a few of them in Tunisia, Senegal, India, Pakistan, 

Brasil and Peru. 

1$1#   1 presume that In the futur« the relative share of privat8ly owned and 

operated plants or those with major private capital involvement would tend 

to decrease further if no remedies are taken by governments to attract private 

esg4tal — provided governments have included this task in their programs. 

As Of 1970/71, the total rio« ospitai invested by private firms In the fertilizer 

Industry in developing nations may be on the order of $£0 million. 

*•    ffrtnfifftfr ***** Toniw Private Investors 

152. The experience with private foreign investment is discouraging so far.   Oily 

a few fertiliser companies in developing countries are profitable.    The added 

risii involved in a sector which is as dependent on Infrastructure, government 

action, weather, etc. as Is the fertilizer Industry, does not help to create 
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an investment exhorta in the private fertilizer sector.    Furthermore, the 

growing size of fertilizer plants requires up to $100 million or even more 

for one single fertilizer complex.   These amounts of money simply are not 

attracted frcm foreign private sources, if long payout periods  Increase the 

risk inherent in any foreign investment.   But there are reasons beyond purejy 

financial considerations, such ast 

- the non-transferability of funds previously generated in the 

country, often linked to the bio., ing by local governments 

of investments in other thin tba "core" indts tries j 

- the need to maintain a market position, and 

- to get a foothold in the agricultural market which may 

foster other sales (euch as pesticides, plastics) ~ ... 

which might still attract investments by 3*1 ate companies. 

1$3. In all other caaes, incentives in the form of "fringe benefits" may be 

necessary} such "benefits" may also redues the long-term risk involved in a flat 

equity participation by returning a part of the long tern investment within a 

period of three or four years after that investment has been made.   «Tempt©»» 

could be, and have been in rarioua instances 1 

- technical assistance and management contractsj 

- know-how and process license contracts j 

- delivery of catalysts, and 

- chances to supply fertilizers during the seeding 

program under a 'hnost-favored-supplierw clause. 

In addition, if the fertiliser company owns, or participates in, an engineering 

firm, this might give some additional profit potential.   Figure 28 illustrates 
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such partnership relations, in terns of Vuts.» A participation his been 

assumed of a Company A originating in an industrialized country, of 2$* in 

the equity of a fertilizer Company B in a developlne country. Other also 

voluntary assumptions made aret 

- a seeding program covers four years with altogether B0% of 

annual sales of Company 8 which are estimated at 80 units, 

•Bd * profit of 2 units (which is 6% of sales) resulting fron 

these salesj 

- return on investment starts six years after the equity invest- 

»eat has been sad« and is expected to be 10^ on equity (not dis- 

counted) f 

- technical assistance, license, and know-how contracts will 

yield SOM profits to Company A besides such intangible 

benefits as keeping planning staff at work during low workload 

tines in the hone country) 

- risks are assuned to bo involved in the transfer of profits, 

for example, re-and de-valuation or floating of currencies} 

- engineering costs tot«! about 15* of investment, and the risk 

involved in this business such as guaranteeing performance, 

•te., is United to 50* of an engineering (fixed) fee of $% 

of total fc^ttment with profits of this part of the trans- 

action including net profits fro« equipment supply (minus risk 

Insurance, and other capital cost), amounting to ** of total 

investment. 
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151». Apparently there are three typ«a of sudi participation« with a profit «ad 

risk potential: 

(a) a flat participation of A in B} profit potanti«! la lini tad 

to an assumed flow of I" unit per annum and with a ritk 

element, only 3/1» unita per annum may ba returned, giving a 

pa/out tl» of about 13 years plus h profit-free /ears after 

the investment has been aade, or about 1? y tart, which is not eoa* 

eldered attractive. 

(b) with all of the tangible and intangible fringe benefits Mentioned, 

the calculation night result in a 9-year payout period, and 

(c) own with the inclusion of the engineering and supply business, 

total payout period would still be about ? years siter the 

initial investment. 

155. These ususptions are merely guesses and this graph is only usant to illu- 

strate the implications and complications and ways of thinking behind sens 

fertilizer investment«.   It lo, hence, of no use to do cash flow calculations 

which, of course, nay Had to an entirely different picture — darker or 

lighter, depending on the case, and th« nan who has to propars and nato tao 

decision* 

156. A considerable amount of attracting devices would have to bo put forward 

in order to entice snout $3.1 billion in foreign exchange up to I960.   Even 

if only 10| of this amount would flow into privato sector fertiliser plants with 

a kO$ equity portion, about $130 million would bo sjodod which is »ore than 

2-1/2 fold the risk capital which is estimated to have boon invested by privato 

foreign investors as Mentioned above. 
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WH.    COWCIflSIOKS AHD RECOMMENDATTOHS 

157. The conclusions of this paper should not be to show up the big problems 

involved   in meeting the future fertiliter need« of developing countries. 

Everyone in thia industry know« about «»at, although I may have provided you 

with some updated and additional figures which more clearly show the magnitude 

of the problem. 

10. I as obliged to indicata ways of how to solva sons of thsae problems.   I 

don»t darà mark one problem as being a m»¿er one and naming the other as being 

a minor problem because this situation may change from day to day and from 

country to country« 

15°. The question is whether a program of Implementing about 130 new fertilizer 

planta within a decade is a doable proposal.   My answer is yes, it should be. 

The total number of fertilizer plants as of July 1969 waa estimated by the 

British Sulphur Corporation to bet 

61*0 ammonia plants 
JjOO nitric acid plants 
280 phosphoric acid plants and 

1,500 fertilizer product plants 

although this impressive number has been implemented over mora than a half a 

century, we have much mora efficient and well organised engineering firm today 

who should be able to handle mora than this number of plants, especially so 

whan also drawing upon the increasing availability of engineering akills in the 

developing countries themselves. 

16°»   *y íilSi proposal ia baaed on the overwhelming importance of indirect 

investment« needed to make the fertiliser application a success.    I therefore 

propose that a comprehensive study be initiated for eatimating such indirect 
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costs, which have to be financed up to 1?80, specifically In marketing.    It 

oeeras mandatory that these funds must be separated and allocated to various 

sectors other than fertilizer in which they nay play an even »ore important 

role such as in agriculture, petroleum it mining, railroads, site development 

and ecology.    I believe that we may somewhat relax on the fertilizer factory 

building activity although thia may require conoiderable effort, but much 

more effort undoubtedly will be required in the distribution and marketing 

fields, including establishing or improving credit facilities. 

161. I further believe that it is to the benefit of all Partners in Develop- 

ment that implementing capacity for export purposes should be, if at all, 

concentrated in developing countries with adequate resources who may earn 

foreign exchange.    This geçofld, proposal aims therefore at fostering trad« in 

fertilizers among developing nations, rather than selling t^.ese gooda from 

industrialized countries on whatever the terms are.    Even if this sugguation 

probably will not work, it should still be said over and over again. 

162. I am in favor of untying international aid, specifically in financing 

investment capital, and I strongly believe in the advantages of international 

competitive bidding rather than using bilateral tied sources.   I know of a ease 

in which a nitrogen fertilizer plant with lees than 100 tons per day ammonia 

capacity was priced at about $25 million.   Hy proposal number j^ee, therefore, 

it that all information about real investment cost should be gathered and for- 

warded to interested parties, so as to give a better picture about reasonable 

plant and equipment costs and prices which in tir-n would be facilitated by 

standardizing fertilizer plant types and capacities. 

163. Ky fourth recommendation is then to ease the workload for both planners 

and bidders by choosing standard sizes and types of plants.   The present 
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generation of ammonia plants may already be considered as being a standard size 

in the 600-750 ton per day capacity range.   A good example for such "standardi- 

zation" is FCI with h plants being built at virtually the sane capacity and 

layout.   Urea standard single train plants crystallize around the 1,000-1,200 

MTD mark.   I suggest that developing countries, together with interested 

organizations and engineering firms, now settle on the next size range for ammonia 

and urea and also for phosphatio fertilizer units. 

I6I4. rçr fifjh, amendment is connected with using local sources of services and 

supply.   Whilst I am personally against overdoing local involvement In too early 

a stage of development, I feel strongly about relocating part of the engineering 

company's work into such developing countries in which a major demand for fer- 

tilizer engineering work exists, or may be expected.   Although this procedure 

has already started with some success, including partnership arrangements, it 

could improve substantially.   The cost of engineering which constitutes a con- 

siderable part of the total capital requirement could then shift into the local 

currency sector, besides the training effect ("transfer of technology") and 

the creation of new Jobs.   As atask In the late 1970's, I consider it important 

to .make local engineering groups in major developing countries capable of handling 

complete projects and call upon the more experienced engineering companies in 

industrialized nations and licensors to handle only basic design or basic engineering 

and overall «upervirion. 

165. The sixth suggestion concerns the high portion of freight rates as I ha-a 

mown to be indicative of the fertiliser industry whether you produce it locally 

or Import finished products.   Therefore, the requirements of shipping capacity 

should be evaluated in great detail up to I98O and recommendations for types and 
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and sizes of ships to be built or used by developing countries worked oat, 

specifically for the fertiliser industry which would include phosphoric acid 

and maybe molten sulphur transport facilities, as well as bulk carriers for 

urea, DAP/HAP, and other intermediates. 

166. Another conclusion and suggestion — number seven — is connected with 

economic considerations involved in planning the fertilizer industry.    It 

always is a problem to determine the C & F values of fertilizers and feedatocks 

under the so-called free trade conditions.   It would be helpful if a kind of 

standardized hypothetical price calculation could be nade up for favorable 

locations for nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizer plants which should include 

reasonable profits, and to have this hypothetical fob price as a basis for 

comparison and for establishing protection required when evaluating the »erits 

of any new project in any country.   Even with this instrument, one would still 

have the big fluctuations in freight rates which determine C & F prices and 

therefore the competitive position of a new project. 

16?. My last proposal, number eicht, is to find an answer to a siwple questioni 

who is setting priorities for fertilizer projects in developing count rie • which 

carpet« in a limited international money market?   And - how can the setting up 

of projects which are "uneconomic" both from the financial as wan as from 

the economic points of view be avoided? 
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